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For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could see / Saw the Vision of the world, and all the wonder that would be / Saw the heavens fill with commerce, argosies of magic sails / Pilots of the purple twilight dropping down with costly bales / Heard the heavens fill with shouting, and there rain'd a ghastly dew / From the nations'

Peruse art in beautiful surrounds. VINTAGE
VIEWS is on at the Royal Botanic Gardens until
May 1. Free.
All day

Feed your fever pitch at the SYDNEY FC
VS SHANGHAI SHENHUA match. Kicking off at the
Sydney Football Stadium, blue attire is requested. $17
for general admission conc.
8pm

Missing young talent time? Check out the bevy
of young filmmakers selected for the SMART
ARTS FESTIVAL FILM SCREENING at the Powerhouse
Museum. Free BBQ, popcorn and entertainment will kick
off the night, with screenings starting at 7pm. ALL
FREE!
5:30PM

THU

WED
6th

7:30PM Get on the soul train to THE BLUES AND ROOTS
REVIVAL at Tokio Hotel, Darling Harbour. Free.

•

FBi SOCIAL LAUNCH takes off with a line-up
8PM
including Dappled Cities and Midnight Juggernauts DJs!
• On at Kings Cross Hotel for FREE!

PICK OF
WEEK da

8PM Tune into some beats that’ll have you bustin’
a move. THE JEZABELS, ERNEST ELLIS & WE
SAY BAMBOULEE are on at the Metro Theatre for
a mere $20. Come on buddy, cough it up.

FRI

Source some goodies or just soak up
the sweet surrounds of the annual SURRY HILLS
FESTIVAL. Sounds to end the day include Fishing and
Jinja Safari. Gold coin donation + beer money.

9.30am -6pm

SAT

9th

11am-1:30PM

The smART Arts Festival brings those burning
with artistic ambitions the INTRODUCTION TO STENCIL
ART at Darlington Studios (132 Shepherd St). Book in on
9245 1503. FREE! Wowza.

All day Find a treasure today! GARAGE SALE TRAIL is
happening nation wide. Go to www.garagesaletrail.com to
find a garage near you!

Cuffs on customers! PROG ROCK NIGHT with
The Duchesses, Godswounds and more is calling! On at
The Excelsior Hotel for a solid $10.

4-9:30pm

MON
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Fashion followers, get your fix at CREATING
THE LOOK: BENINI FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY exhibition at
the Powerhouse Museum. On until April 18, $6 conc.
all day

Thespians, delight in THE BROTHERS SIZE at
The Stables Theatre. Mondays, get in an hour early
(6pm) for rush tickets at the cheap cheap price of $10.
7PM

Rock out to the sound of plastic balls
cascading forth and cross your fingers for those
beer-winning numbers at ROCK YA BALLS BINGO!
On at Manning for Free.
5PM

Lose yourself in the booming sounds of the blues.
All the way from ole Mississippi, B.B. KING’s
SIDESHOW is a rare delight at the State Theatre.
Tickets might be pricey, starting at $120, but it’s B.B.
King, motherfuckers!
8PM

TUE
12th

To the city of wires I have brought home a handful / Of water I walk slowly / In front of me they are building the empty / Ages I see them reflected not for long / Be here I am no longer ashamed of time it is too brief its hands / Have no names / I have passed it I know
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the nations' airy navies grappling in the central blue / Far along the world-wide whisper of the south-wind rushing warm / With the standards of the peoples plunging thro' the thunder-storm / Till the war-drum throbb'd no longer, and the battle-flags were furl'd / In the Parliament of man, the Federation of the world.

Harry Potter +
Adolf Hitler

RETRACTION
The editors of Honi Soit wish to
apologise for printing the abridged
works of Ayn Rand on pages four,
nine, and ten of last week’s issue.
Reducing them to their core
ideals only constituted nineteen
sentences in all, seven of which
were “THE POOR ARE PARASITES.”
We do, however, find it ironic that
there will be no place for her banal
writing in the inevitable Objectivist
utopia she herself envisioned.

ACTUAL RETRACTION
Marie Bashir is not stepping down.
Our bad. Sorry VC Mike.
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Pull on the new flesh like borrowed
gloves and burn your fingers once
again.

CAMPUS
CINDY CHONG investigates the psych
sitch.
PAUL ELLIS has a game sesh with
SUITS and SUTEKH.
HONILEAKS doshes up the goss. Union
board sanctions Union bordello.
HANNAH MORRIS remembers McGill’s
activism.
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JONATHAN DUNK tells you why the
Japanese nuclear crisis matters.
LANE SAINTY has this week’s news.
TIM SCRIVEN writes the carbon tax
rally last week..

SPORT
MICHAEL COUTTS ruminates on the
nature of masculinity.
KIRSTEN WADE ruminates on NRL.

Vampires! Ghosts! Spooks!
SHANNON CONNELLAN talks to a
horror film director.
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FELIX SUPERNOVA investigates
posthuman futures for the second
time.
DAVID MACK is having a tea party.
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abroad!
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Why is the Con cutting classes?
MICHAEL RICHARDSON investigates.

HANNAH RYAN reviews the ACO.
HANNAH LEE wrangles up Rango.
JESS STIRLING adventures through
Food Town to Tea Parlour.
NATHAN HARMOND reviews Charlie’s
Blues Bar.
SERTAN SARAL is the Champion.
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PAGE OF ISSUE 5:
EIC: Julian Larnach
REPORTERS: Armen Aghazarian,
Shaun Crowe, Zoe Ferguson,
Michelle Garrett, Michael Koziol,
Sorcha McGee, Felix Supernova,
Symonne Torpy, Huw Watson,
Melissa Werry
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COVER: Nathan Harmond
Sorry about last week’s contents
page, guys. We were as... bemused
as you.

There were carbon tax rallies and
anti-rallies this weekend. We sent
MICHAEL KOZIOL and LACHLAN
CAREY to both.

SRC G RIBBLIES
CRYPTONOMICON
JIM FISHWICK has a class-cut
crossword.
CYRUS BEZYAN is a Fun Robot. Yep.
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YOU THERE! Love us? Hate us? If you’ve
got an opinion on something in these
pages, we want to hear it! Hit us up at:

?

honi.soit@src.usyd.edu.au

letters

THE
EDITORIAL
Harlan Ellison, the prolific science fiction author,
used to write stories all day and turn up to the
printing press at night. New York was in the grip of
the fifties, and after dark all the freaks and weirdos
- those interracial couples and men who liked men
and so forth - came out for air. The stories were
all about spinning gold into straw; pulp fiction was
was
ortEthe genre du jour
D
oC
B

whilst Sydney did not begin to operate until 1859,
laying a basis for Melbourne’s claim it is “Australia’s
first law school.”
Secondly, anecdotal evidence that “outside of
Australia...no one knows of any Law School except
Sydney” is hardly a persuasive indicator of the
respective reputations of the law schools. Finally,
the unsourced “rumour” you allegedly heard about
Sydney’s dean leaving Melbourne because of its
supposedly inferior J.D. is just that – a rumour.
It is pretentious dickheads like you that give law
students a bad rap.
Yours sincerely,
Doug Brown
J.D. II

MORE UNION
Dear Honi,

Michael Richardson
GAMSA-CTUALLY
Dear Honi,
I would just like to point out to Arghya Gupta
(GAMSAT and Match) that the GAMSAT test is
skewed towards people with science backgrounds
for good reason. Funnily enough medicine is
a scientific discipline and an interest in, and
understanding of, scientific concepts is surely
important. While many of the people with science
degrees sitting GAMSAT may fall into your ‘those
who couldn’t get in the first time’ category, at
least they have shown an interest and dedication
to medicine through their studies. By undertaking
a non science undergraduate degree you have
disadvantaged yourself and so please don’t
infer that the GAMSAT is unfair by (quite rightly)
including questions on biology and chemistry.
Zoe Thomas
B. Sc III

STOP SAYING THAT, YOU’RE
EMBARASSING US. LOVE, LAW.
Dear Honi,
I refer to last week’s letter from Dominic McNeil
(‘Just Damn Upset!’). McNeil composed a hysterical
diatribe alleging “betrayal” by the SRC in publishing
an advertisement for a rival university law school
(does he realise Honi is financially dependent on
advertising revenue?).
Amusingly, McNeil took great umbrage at
Melbourne advertising itself as “Australia’s first and
premier law school.” He proceeded to construct an
infantile “my uni is better than your uni!” argument
more suited to the playground than a university
campus. As much as McNeil likes to congratulate
himself for studying at an elite law school, his
reasoning would garner a Fail mark in an Arts
degree, let alone his treasured J.D.
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Firstly, one only has to do the most basic research
(visiting both law school websites) to discover
that, although Sydney Law School was founded
in 1855 and Melbourne in 1857, Melbourne
began teaching classes immediately,

As I flip through Honi and see pages upon pages
about student politics at Usyd, quite frankly, I’m
Union bored. How fickle are political careers on
campus when the once “top candidate” for Union
Board President, Sibella Matthews, is now reported
to have criminal charges against her for fraud and
deception. (Eds. Honi has no evidence to confirm or
deny this allegation). The allegations against Alistair
Stephenson come as no surprise. Mmm… such
glossy posters…
The entire debacle from last year’s Union Board
election still looms over the Union like a mushroom
cloud. I find it appalling that such gross breaches
of electoral regulations still remain unresolved,
particularly at such a sensitive time when we
should be maintaining a strong Union away from
the tentacles of Vice Chancellor Michael Spence.
How are we supposed to defend our USU from
being taken over by the University if three of the
five Board directors elected last year are tied in
corruption charges? (Eds. Once again, Honi has no
evidence to confirm or deny this allegation). How
can the USU prove to Michael Spence that students
are capable of managing multi-million dollar
commercial operations on campus if our student
leaders can’t even manage a $700 spending cap?
With the Vice Chancellor eyeing the Union Board
like a hawk, waiting to swoop in and take over
student-run enterprises, this is no longer a matter
of selfish political ambitions but rather a chance to
protect the independence of the Union that makes
student life at Usyd great. If Alistair Stephenson and
Sibella Matthews believe in a strong, steady and
autonomous Union, they should resign immediately
to protect the USU from further negative publicity
and shame. I recall Alistair and Sibella both
campaigning for a better Union – well here’s
your chance to save the integrity of the USU (and
potentially your criminal records).
If this was NSW Parliament, resignations would
already have been signed.
Jessie Burrows
Arts (Advanced) III

JULIAN LARNACH & LAURENCE ROSIER STAINES
are leakin’ all over the shop.

Manning-barred?
What’s with the basically all-new staff
of Manning Bar? Many of the old staff
are asking the same question. Starting
with a major restructuring of the USU
last year which saw the sudden (and
largely unexplained) firing of a swathe
of managers and other staff, bartenders
from 2010 that many of us know and
love now seem to be in a state of limbo,
neither fired nor gainfully employed,
while a purported majority of shifts go
to new recruits.
As anyone who has worked as a casual
might know, this sort of limbo is
often because actually firing people is
something that can be contested; saying
‘there are just no shifts available at
the moment’ is a far more chimerical,
non-committal position which doesn’t
demand justification.
“That’s hospitality,” comes a
hypothetical embittered rejoinder.
Hospitality it may be, you hypothetical
person, but this is a student bar over
which the USU membership – i.e.
anyone who has an ACCESS card –
theoretically has input. In light of
this, surely management policies
would at the very least be geared
to accommodate the schedule and
financial necessities of the average
student, who wants casual employment
and want to be told whether they are
actually fired.

Efforts by some of last year’s staff to
push this point were allegedly met with
denial that anything was genuinely
changing at that time. Indeed, ex-longtime-staff-member ‘Old Man’ Michael
Hing (as he wishes to be known)
acknowledges that “the Union seems
to be shifting towards being less of a
service and more of a brand, and that
has its good and bad points.”
One of the bad points appears to be
that this situation is ongoing. Joss
Engebretsen, a casual hired late last
year, had an internship over summer
and returned to no job. “I was led to
believe it was because I missed the
training and they’d hired everyone, but
everytime I go in there’s a new face
behind the bar.” Where’s the love? Honi
is keeping an eye out for it.

Dix on Union
4th year Arts/Law student Brigid Dixon
has thrown her hat into the ring and
is running for Union board. Dixon
has chosen not to have a campaign
manager, instead trusting an unknown 3
person team to head up her run. Dixon
has called the team a “brains-trust”
which can leave it open for speculation
that it could possibly be the big cogs of
the Law machine hard at work. Rumours
include former board director Doug
Thompson and current board director
Sibella Matthews.
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CHEAP SECO
Current second-hand text books on sale now!

www.src.usyd.edu.au

• We buy & sell textbooks according to demand
• You can sell your books on consignment.
Please phone us before bringing in your books.

• We are open to USYD students & the public
Search for text books online
www.src.usyd.edu.au/default.php
Call 02 9660 4756 to check availability
and reserve a book.
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Wentworth

NEW Location!
Level 4, Wentworth Building

(Next to the International Lounge)
Hours: Mondays to Fridays 9am - 4.30pm
Phone: (02) 9660 4756
Email: books@SRC.usyd.edu.au

UNION POLITICS
ANDY FRASER has the wheelings and dealings.
As we mentioned in Issue 3 of Honi
Soit, The Union has been attempting
to pass a motion to change the
constitution. This motion aimed to
address the procedures of voting for
the Union Executive Officers (President,
Vice President, Honorary Treasurer,
Honorary Secretary). As it stands, in a
Special General meeting on a working
day in June, these positions are voted
on by the existing Board Members. At
midday last Wednesday (March 30) in
Manning Bar a USU Special General
meeting took place. The agenda of this
meeting detailed a motion to change
the above procedures of Executive
election to allow the outgoing Board
Directors to vote as well. Essentially,
there would be 16 or 17 people voting
on these positions as opposed to 11.
Amongst other things, those supporting
this motion argued that it reduced the
voting weight incoming board members
had, in the feasible event that they
were backed by existing Board members
who simply wanted an extra vote for
chance at the president’s chair. This
is by no means dishonest and is to be
expected in any political realm; however
it might mean that we don’t get the best
candidate voted in as president but the
one that stacked effectively. Speaking of
stacking, there seemed to be something
of the sort going on last Wednesday
It seems Sibella Matthews would have
a healthier chance of being elected
as President if the motion was to be
put forward. This is merely due to the
support she currently has from the
outgoing Board members. On the other
hand James Flynn, who appears to be an
aspiring presidential candidate, would
no doubt prefer not to give Matthews an
upper hand. From the clusters of people
in the room, seemingly backing Flynn’s

agenda, it was hard to shake the
feeling that he was calling in a few
favours. In the end, the strategically
massed groups had their way and
the motion was rejected by a slim
margin: a win for Flynn.
When Honi’s troops infiltrated the
deepest recesses of the meeting
(making sure to check under tables
and near steps), we stumbled across
some points of interest. There was
a somewhat random spectator who
went by the alias “John”. Curiously,
everything he had to say he read
from a text message. Rumours
suggest he is a liberal friend of Flynn
and co-Evangelical Union member.
The Union Board votes were equally
interesting and showed a subtle
trend; the only board members
who voted against the motion were
ones with a politically factional
background: Michael Buckland,
Vivienne Moxham-Hall and, of
course, Flynn.

campus

HoniLeaks
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Looking to the crowd, a quick
rundown of significant votes
indicates a sign of things to come
in the upcoming Union election. All
of the following people mentioned
have indicated interest in running
for this year’s Union Election
(mostly due to their attendance of
the information seminar held for
potential candidates). Deb White,
Abi McCarthy, Mina Nada and Nai
Brooks all voted against the motion;
Rhys Pogonoski, Jacqui Munro and
Brigid Dixon all voted for. You can
take that info, you can leave it, you
can throw it right back at us or put
it under your pillow and have a nap.
Do with it what you will.

PSYChed out!

CINDY CHONG sells psychology by the sea shore.
10.08am: Finally manage to get inside
lecture theatre after battling several
rampages of students. No seats left…
again! Try and sit in the aisles or stand at
the back.
The issue of overcrowded lectures is
one that all Psychology students at
the University of Sydney would have
experienced. The Department has
attempted to solve this problem of overenrolment in Psychology in both first
and second year lectures by moving a
large group of the students into another
lecture theatre, then video-streaming
the original lecture to the other theatre
live. The lectures are then repeated
two more times that day, recorded for
Lectopia, and the slides uploaded onto
WebCT.
However, the present issue raised is
whether the students attending their
timetabled video-streamed lectures
are at an educational disadvantage.
Approached by one student about
this issue, SRC Education Officer Tim
Matthews says, “I’ve spoken to a few
students who are dissatisfied with
the solution. They feel like they can’t
communicate with the lecturers, they
can’t get feedback or ask questions.”
He emphasizes, “they also find that it’s
harder to concentrate and get involved

with the class when you’re effectively
watching a screen for a large period
of time.”
Matthews believes that it is more of
an issue of equity than anything else.
He explains, “all the students who
are there are paying for the privilege
of access to a high class of education.
They are all entitled to the same
service as a student enrolled at the
university. It seems arbitrary and
unfair to limit half of their learning
just based on a timetable allocation.”
When lecture bashing about
the issue, Matthews received an
overwhelming response from over
250 students from two lectures. A
petition was generated, and a letter
sent straight to Professor Hambley,
Dean of the Faculty of Science.
The first points of contact for
Psychology students are their
Student Reps or any of the
Psychology Society Executives. Third
year Student Rep and President of
Psychology Society (‘Psyche’), Milla
McPhee indicates, “The School of
Psychology is very aware of the issue,
and are working towards improving
it. By going straight to the Dean,
by creating such tension about it,
CONTINUED PAGE 6...
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HI, SOCIETY!

PAUL ELLIS got a Killtacular. Killing Spree. Killtrocity. Killimanjaro. Killtastrophe. Killpocalypse. Killionare. Killing Frenzy.

Last Tuesday evening Sydney
University’s gaming society (also
known as SUTEKH and Sydney Uni
Information Technology Society
(SUITS)) held their biannual
Videogame Olympics. The event,
which takes place each semester,
offers the chance to casually play
a range of popular videogames
such as Halo: Reach and Marvel
vs Capcom on the numerous
televisions that were set up
around Manning. It also features
organised tournaments in Xbox’s
Kinect Adventures, Mario Kart
64 and the Wii’s popular fighting
game Super Smash Bros. Brawl.
Competitors in these events played
for a share of a $200 prize pool
paid out in movie and Kinokuniya
vouchers. The prizes were very
generous given the number of
competitors, which particularly in
the Kinect Adventures tournament
weren’t many.
Signing up to partake was free
for ACCESS members and $10 for
others. Participants received a
drink voucher. Interesting to note,
several competitors, including
the winner of the Mario Kart
tournament and second place in
Super Smash Bros. Brawl were

outsiders of the University. It took
a while for the first competition to
get set up so the consoles arranged
for casual play got a good workout
early on. The atmosphere was tense,
particularly where Smash Bros. was
getting played. Others spent this time
relearning the wonders of Mario Kart
64. There were a select few that were
entirely focussed on working out
which controllers had no discernable
glitches.
The first official competition was
low-key. Kinect, Microsoft’s motionsensor add-on to the Xbox 360 hasn’t
been around long so the Kinect
Adventures competition was more a
chance for people to try out the new
software than anything else. The real
competition began with Mario Kart
64. While a relatively old title, there
was clearly a contingent present who
had kept playing the game. A total of
thirty-two drivers staked their claim
for Kart glory. Early rounds weeded
out those who appeared not to have
played since primary school. The four
semi-finals, where only the winner
progressed, featured some fiercely
competitive racing. The final, which
the writer was fortunate enough to
have reached, was played out on
the iconic Rainbow Road (jump not

allowed). In a close race, Findley Hipkin
of Wollongong University took out the
title and won a $50 Kinokuniya voucher.
The Super Smash Bros. Brawl
tournament featured six four-player
heats. The last man standing in each
heat, as well as the most lethal player,
progressed to the next round. The
finals series was played out in intense
one-on-one matchups. Participants
were required to stick with the
character they chose from the start,
which caused controversy amongst
some Brawl enthusiasts. The event
was expertly commentated throughout
the night and made the otherwise
inaccessible Brawl competition an
exciting affair for those who weren’t
familiar with the game. Kirby and
Zelda were the most popular character
selections. Neither, however, featured
in the final which ended up being
won by a skilled Pit player, who also
received a $50 voucher for Kinokuniya.
All three tournaments were played out
on the big screen in the Manning Bar
foyer.
Much kudos to SUTEKH and SUITS for
organising a society event attended for
reasons not limited to the free beer on
offer.

CAMPUS NEWS FROM DISTANT CLIMES
HANNAH MORRIS reports on the social side of McGill University
When I left Sydney to go on
exchange to McGill University in
Montreal, a friend of mine involved
in the University of Sydney political
scene gave me a few chosen words
of warning- “get ready for an apathy
towards student politics like you
have never seen before.” Thus, I
walked into my first day at McGill
expecting to find a university filled
with tumbleweeds rather than
student buildings, a place where
students scuttled between their
houses and classes and didn’t know
the meaning of the word ‘socialise’,
and a student union consisting of
one person sitting in a makeshift
cardboard stall, with stale cupcakes
and a petition.
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To be fair, with such low
expectations I knew they were
going to be exceeded. McGill
University does in fact have a
student union (SSMU- Students’
Society of McGill University) that
has been reppin’ since 1909. It has
many similar responsibilities to our
own USU, in particular overseeing
its own thriving Clubs and Societies
program. The level of student
apathy towards the political scene is
something I definitely feel howeverout of all the people I have met
here, not one of them knows the
name of the SSMU President and
nobody can describe to me what
the Union Board at McGill actually
does. The majority of the students
do not vote in the elections as
they say they are not a “big deal”

at McGill, as students feel there are a
lot more beneficial organisations to be
involved in. Clearly then on the political
front, McGill is evidently lacking.
This apathy towards student politics,
I felt, initially gave off the impression
that students at McGill did not like
the student life or culture of their
university. However I did not contend
with the university’s Clubs and Societies
program.
Students at McGill take social activism
very seriously. Yet rather than focus
their humanitarian efforts on wider
society and the plights of those abroad,
McGill student societies are notable
for their dedication to improving the
student experience in small and creative
ways. Take, for example, the Midnight
Kitchen- a student group whose goal is
to serve free vegan lunches to students,
every day of the week. This group has
become famous around campus for the
high quality of their meals, the long
lines that stretch around the SSMU
building before the kitchen opens at
12.30, and the friendships that are
formed whilst waiting in lines or eating
together at the communal Midnight
Kitchen cafeteria tables. All Midnight
Kitchen asks in return is for students
to bring their own cutlery and crockery
to lunch. And where might one obtain
aforementioned cutlery and crockery?
From the Plate Club, of course! (Not
even joking.) This society functions
purely to “rent” plates out to students
who want to eat lunch at the Midnight
Kitchen, all free of cost. Another
student centred society following in

the proverbial footsteps of these two
clubs is the McGill Walk Safe society,
which provides company and security
to students walking home alone from
campus at night. Volunteers wearing
fluoro Walk Safe jackets can be found
patrolling campus in the evening, and
happily chat to lonely students on their
walk home.
These clubs are made up of volunteers
who happily give up their time to enrich
aspects of the student experience that
are often ignored by other societies societies that have more of a big picture
approach, or who focus their energies on
seemingly more ‘noble’ pursuits of NGO
student chapters. Now I’m not saying
that student chapters of organizations
like Amnesty, Oxfam and World Vision
should be made redundant, I just feel
at Sydney University it would be more
beneficial for our clubs and societies
to think about the needs of students
and take actions to improve the dayto-day student experience, where the
locality of their efforts will inherently
make them more effective and efficient,
and outcomes will be able to be
measured more tangibly. I often find that
“enriching the student experience” is a
tagline only used during Union Board
director elections, with those who are
elected becoming so bogged down by
the bureaucracy of the USU that the
small-scale, student centred services
they promise often fall by the wayside.
I believe that if the C&S program took
a more active role in improving the
university experience for USYD students
by serving in these small but vital ways,
it would be more beneficial for us all

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5...

PSYChed out!

it’s not really a productive process for
action.”
When asked if a petition was the most
effective way to solve this problem,
McPhee recounts a problem with
increased second year intakes, hindering
the use of rats for experiments. “That
issue was raised with the Faculty Liaison
officer, Sabina. That was done properly.
Sabina said ‘yes’ to a formal petition.
That was a situation where a petition
might actually be working.”
Josh Pearse, first year student of
Psychology and Psyche’s Treasurer,
outlined overcrowded lectures to
be a small issue of over-enrolment –
approximately 2000 people enrolled
in PSYC1001, an intake over what the
school has actually booked for. He says,
“It’s not the best space for learning, I’ll
be honest, but at the same time, some
of it needs a level of discussion.”
Alternative avenues have been
discussed among students – opening
up an advanced stream, teaching
both first year units of PSYC in both
semesters, cutting enrolment numbers.
Matthews suggests another lecturer
for the streamed lectures. “Whether
that is through hiring another lecturer
or having the lecturer repeat the
lecture at different times, I don’t think
it matters.” Alternating with a fragment
of Matthews’ letter to the Dean about
a PSYC2011 student sitting through
a video-streamed lecture without
any sound, McPhee says, “I think the
solution is better IT”.
The Student Reps are scheduled for
meetings with the Faculty and the Dean
of Science to solve this issue. McPhee
has emailed all Psyche members and
Psychology students about contacting
the appropriate people about any
complaints. “Things get harmoniously,
effectively solved, quickly, if they’re
done through the right means,” says
McPhee.

t!

JONATHAN DUNK explains it all.

than 1760 tonnes of fuel.

What Happened?

Kyodo News reports that the air in one
of the damaged reactors has tested
at 10 million* times the normal rate,
while the water pooled outside is
emitting radiation at a rate of over
1,000 millisieverts per hour, four times
the level considered safe. Workers
can only be exposed to radiation of
this frequency for fifteen minutes
without risking contamination. Hidehiko
Nishiyama, a spokesman for the
Japanese Government’s nuclear safety
agency said, “this is quite a high figure…
and it is likely to be coming from the
reactor”. On March 15th the Japanese
Government advised anyone within
30 km of the reactors to “stay inside”.
Subsequently, however, the populace
within 12 km of the site has been urged
to evacuate. Gregory Jaczko, head of
the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
has criticized the Japanese Government
for lack of transparency, stating that an
exclusion zone of 80 km is required.

At 05:46 Coordinated Universal Time on
Friday the 11th of March the Okhotsk
and Pacific tectonic plates collided,
catching vast quantities of stone in the
fault. The resulting friction generated
what is called a Megathrust Earthquake
reaching a 9.0 moment magnitude
72 km from Japan’s north-eastern
Tōhoku peninsula, at a depth of 32 km.
Releasing almost double the kinetic
energy of the Indian Ocean tsunami
that killed 230,000 people in 2004, the
recent Tōhoku quake generated waves
up to 23.6 metres high.
The damage was immense. Entire
communities were obliterated and
the National Police Agency of Japan
has confirmed 10,000 deaths and
almost 3,000 injured. With 16,621
people yet to be accounted for the
estimated body count stands between
18,000 and 20,000. In addition, over
125,000 buildings have been severely
damaged or destroyed across eighteen
prefectures in Honshu, Japan’s largest
island.
The long-term impact of the quake
on the world’s third largest economy
remains in dispute. Vikram Nehru,
chief regional economist at the World
Bank, placed the direct financial loss
at between $122 and $235 billion US,
or between 2.5% and 4% of Japanese
gross domestic product. He stressed,
however, that the impact on the broader
Asian economy was likely to be of
considerable severity and duration.
At present the Japanese Government
expect the total cost of the necessary
repairs to infrastructure to exceed $309
billion, making the Tōhoku quake the
most costly natural disaster on record.
This catastrophe has been compounded
by the threat of a large scale
radioactive release from two nuclear
reactors in Fukushima prefecture.
When the warning was issued by the
Meteorological Society of Japan the
Fukushima facilities were shut down
along with nine other reactors in
Honshu. In the event of an emergency
halt, a cooling process powered
by diesel generators is initiated to
remove decay heat from the reactor.
At Fukushima, tsunami waves
exceeded seawalls and destroyed
these generators. This led to severe
complications including hydrogen
explosions in several facilities and the
release of extremely dangerous levels of
radiation, and potentially a wide-spread
dispersal of toxins.
Sophisticated containment methods
should prevent a Chernobyl-style
conflagration from developing. However,
according to Debora MacKenzie at The
New Scientist, the risk of toxic levels
of iodine and caesium contaminating
the environment is much higher.
The Chernobyl facility contained
approximately 180 tonnes of fresh
and used nuclear material onsite. The
Fukushima compound contains no less

Why Does it Matter?
Thousands are dead, tens of thousands
are homeless, and millions of people
are currently living without access to
basic necessities. At present there is no
definitive information on the risk posed
to the broader populace by radiation,
nor of the number of workers affected.
Japan is Australia’s second largest
trading partner, with more than $54
billion changing hands between the two
countries in 2010. Speaking on March
16, West- Australian Premier Colin
Barnett predicted an increased demand
for Australian resources during the
recovery process.
The Australian reports that despite
two ticket price increases in this year
alone, Qantas is moving to cut flights
and lay off staff in response to the crisis
in the world’s third largest economy,
exacerbated by the fuel hikes emanating
from continuing unrest in the Middle
East.
What Next?
The situation is too volatile to predict
with any clarity.
Some commentators are citing
Fukushima as the death knell of nuclear
power. But given the world’s increasing
hunger for alternative fuels, this is
highly improbable. Horrific though
these events are they contain little the
world has not already seen. Speaking
at the United Nations Non Proliferation
Conference in 2010, Taniguchi Sumiteru
said that nuclear power and humanity
cannot coexist. He is a hibakusha, or
radiation victim, of 1945.
*this figure is not a typographical error.

News The week that was
In with LANE SAINTY.
Briefs
Ricky Ponting stepped down as
cricket captain of Australia, leaving
commentators squabbling over whether
he was in fact better at winning (which
he did do a lot of) or losing (which he
also did a lot of, more recently). He also
announced that he would continue to
play under new captain Michael Clarke,
giving rise to rumours of potential
leadership awkwardness. However,
Clarke put these rumours to bed, saying
“I certainly don’t think Ricky is an
elephant in any room.” This was a relief
to all Australians, considering that we
already have the world’s most awkward
former leader in Kevin Rudd.

The aftermath of the NSW massacresorry, election- took up much of the
week’s front pages. Everyone was totally
unsurprised by the revelation that
Labor had left a $4.5 billion black hole
in the state budget, and Barry O’Farrell
released plans for light rail in the CBD.
John Robertson was elected unopposed
as the new Labor leader despite being
derided by Paul Keating as “more
weight for Julia Gillard to drag along,”
a comment which sparked some fairly
predictable internal bickering in the
Labor Party. Meanwhile, the frightening
possibility that Pauline Hanson will
win the last seat in the upper house
continues to grow.

The military intervention in Libya
becomes more complicated every day,
as Western forces desperately try to
figure out what comes next. Control
of operations has passed from the US
to NATO, and the US and UK continue
to state that the sole aim of the

intervention is to stop the murder
of Libyan civilians, not to change
Gaddafi’s regime. The defection
of Moussa Koussa, Libya’s now
ex-Foreign Minister, has reinforced
the viewpoint that the Gaddafi
government is splintered and on
edge. Only one thing is clear: no
one knows how much time or
commitment it is going to take for
this intervention to succeed.

If you thought your job was hard,
just be happy you don’t work for
Jetstar. A Senate inquiry into airline
safety was shown a controversial
email this week that responded to
the complaints of pilots growing
fatigued on long shifts. Considering
that the email literally read
“Toughen up, princesses!” it’s fairly
safe to assume that Jetstar could
have handled this a little better.
Another gem of a line read “You
aren’t fatigued, you’re tired, and
can’t be bothered going to work.”
Perhaps USyd should employ such
tactics on students who don’t make
it to their lectures.

news

Why the Japanese
nuclear crisis matters.

E

And, just so everyone knows that
ninemsn.com is as reliable a news
source as any, some headlines from
the week that was: ‘Sex swindle:
Holy man used cancer threats
in black magic orgy’, ‘Oversize
Mystery: parents ‘stumped’ by 62kg
four year old’ and ‘Topless Scandal:
Art teacher leaves elite school in
tears.’ Clearly, when the big stories
broke, ninemsn.com was there.

A TALE OF TWO RALLIES
TIM SCRIVEN is two households, something something, fair Verona something
something, ancient grudge, etc.
motif was the putative dishonesty
Last Saturday a rally was held in Hyde
of Julia Gillard. Meanwhile, at the
park, protesting the introduction of
pro climate action rally, rhetoric
a carbon tax. Meanwhile, a counter
was perhaps a little more positive
protest, organized by GetUp, was held
in tone, but no less forceful for
at Belmore Park. So, who ‘won’? The
that. A recurrent theme was
numbers for these things are always
intergenerational responsibility:
hard to judge, Simon Sheikh, national
the carbon tax is tax to be paid to
director of GetUp, put it at 2000 to
care for our grandchildren; many
8000, climate change action’s favour.
speakers embraced the idea of a
More neutral observers seem to think
reasonable sacrifice, rather than
that the climate action rally won by a
trying to claim that it would be
quite substantial, but not overwhelming
entirely painless.
margin. Whether or not these figures
are comparable is open to debate,
Ironically the similarity of the
perhaps GetUp’s rally would have won
protests, in size and in passion,
by a much bigger margin if the anti
alludes to the deep polarization
carbon tax rally hadn’t had every shock
of the community on this issue.
jock and right wing paper plugging it,
About half of all Australians believe
and perhaps as the other side argued
climate change is human induced,
GetUp’s rally wouldn’t have won the
and a little less than half want a
numbers game without the help of their
climate tax. This is an issue which
unparalleled new-media resources and
divides the population right down
email database, but such questions are
the middle, and I can’t help but
irresolvable.
think that Saturday’s two rallies
The passion on both sides was clear.
foreshadow a long and bitter
At the anti-carbon tax rally a common
conflict.
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R Possible posthuman futures - part two!

felix supernova’s computer wrote this for him while he was playing nano-tennis.

FARRAGO

Posthuman futures, once a purely
speculative field in science fiction, are
becoming more pressing to consider
with the technological revolution.
Postponing a dialogue about what
we are to become will only have
detrimental effects for humanity
and could see a new flashpoint in
human rights, much like eugenics in
the early twentieth century. While
theories of what may happen in the
future are abundant, I am going to
look at just three perspectives. First,
I’ll reinvestigate the Singularity, then
I’ll consider nanotechnology as the
prominent technology for future
generations and finally I’ll approach
sci-fi doyen Isaac Asimov for a
reflection on the overall posthuman
project.
The Singularity (a posited event
where technology becomes able
to propagate itself) promises such
a magnificent shift in humanity’s
position that it will define a new
epoch. While there are many possible
catalysts, the significant factor in this
revolution is the generation of a closed
loop of technological improvement
and intelligence increase. The
Singularity won’t necessarily be a
computer. For a technology to qualify
as producing a Singularity it must
be able to intervene on itself and
propagate those changes. Venore
Vinge believes that there are several
scenarios in which a Singularity will
play out, with less of the one-stop-

shop tinge envisioned by Kurtzweil. It
could be a blend of any of the following:
AI, IA, biomedicine, internet and ‘digital
Gaia.’
This is where I get off the Singularity train.
It seems obvious that when we breach
superhuman intelligence we will find
other techniques beyond closed loops of
self improvement. How can I be certain?
The umwelt, a theory created by a biologist
named Uexkwull in the 1920s, described
the fashion in which an organism relates
to the external world (umgebung). It
posits that the composition of senses
in an organism allows it to generate its
own unique semiotic relationship with
the external world. Take humans for
example: our experience of reality is
only reinforced by the limited senses we
have to take in information from it. Each
time we add a new sensory layer to our
level of perception, whether through
cyborgisation or whatever, we don’t
become closer to integration toward a
Singularity. What we will eventually create
is whole new realms of consciousness;
we multiply our innate ability to interact
with the external world. It is with this
Multiplicity that we will, in a very real
sense, become more than human.
So that’s us covered. How about what
we will create? Nanotechnology will be
the bricks and mortar of future tech so
it’s important we look at the effects. For
those who don’t know, nanotechnologies

are objects that have been manipulated
on the molecular or atomic level and
are from 1 to 100 nanometres in length
(1 billionth of a metre = 1 nanometre).
Sure, nanotech is awesome, but the most
grievous mistake humanity ever made
was not investigating the environmental
impacts of modern technology before
implementing it.

... with population
explosions and the
ever-increasing control
of our own genome,
we are obliged to use
this control ethically to
support humanity.
Foglets are a popular way to consider the
application of nanotech in the future.
The basic idea is to have swarms of
intelligent mist that can be used for a
broad spectrum of tasks. Packing swarms
of nanotech together would create
entities with gigantic surface areas, which
is both good and bad. For biomedicine
it’s fantastic and if it were weaponised
the results could be horrifying, but

Sydney’s Best Datyoes
u a drink.
SAMANTHA HAWKER buys

Being far from a dating connoisseur
by any means, I drew upon the tales
of friends, acquaintances and foes
in order to compile a list of the best
and worst Sydney has to offer for two
star-crossed lovers.

BEST DATES
The Drive in Cinema
Get your hands on an ‘83 XJ Jaguar
and coast on down Anzac parade
to a 9pm session of the Randwick
Drive in Cinema. Line up among the
other sweethearts of the night, tune
the radio to the frequency provided
and cushion yourself comfortably
on the bonnet with a glass of red
in one hand and your new found
lover’s in the other. With the breeze
tickling your cheek and the clouds
pronounced against the starry night
sky, snuggle up against the windshield
and watch the show.
Register now for the 2011 season at
the Randwick Racecourse ($25 dollar/
vehicle).
A Breakfast at Tiffany’s Day
“I don’t think I’ve ever drunk
.
champagne before breakfast before…
s,
sion
with breakfast on several occa
but never before”.
Relive the best date in Hollywood;
join Holly Golightly and Paul
Varjack and introduce your date to
somewhere or something they have

never been to or done before. While
taking him to Tiffany’s and taking her
to the public library might be on the
bottom of your list of things to do,
you never know where the day might
take you.
The Zoo
Though a cheeky trip down the
south coast isn’t on the cards for
ever yone (and Taronga is of course
just across the harbour), Australia’s
best zoo is located approximately
four hours from Sydney in the dinky
hippie hamlet of Mogo. Though of
course trips to the zoo often connote
long afternoons of dripping softserve and whiny children, Mogo is
renowned as a less iniquitous version
of Nimbin, making it quite possible
er
for one to find themselves on a rath
the
see
to
n
rsio
excu
jolly afternoon
spider monkeys, silvery gibbons
and Sumatran tiger cubs. If you’re
lucky you might even be given a free
preview with one enclosure housing
two rather kinky lionesses and one
particularly frisky lion. We caught
them in the act. Twice.

WORST DATES
Sydney University Holme Building
t
Though one of University’s best kep
es
tabl
d
secrets with its large roun
curtaining the white façade, wine
served all day by the glass and the
free-to-use piano frequented by

what about the environment? The
accumulation of buckyballs, a likely core
component of nanotech, has already
been documented to create a plaque-like
build up of nanotech in plants.
How then do we help nanotech save the
environment? For energy consumption
to be a non-issue, devices need to be selfsustainable. Nokia are already working
with the concept design in their Morph
project which uses carbon nanofibres to
produce grass-like solar cells with 40%
efficiency (trumping the 9% currently
available). But despite the source of
energy being renewable, toxicity is still
an issue. Paul Rothemund famously
created smiley faces out of DNA in 2006,
proving that nanotech can indeed be
manufactured out of biomaterial. Hanadi
Sleiman created a nanoscale box that
used DNA as a key, allowing for nanocomputing to be legitimised. This kind
of tech really becomes exciting when we
merge it with ideas like the production of
test tube meat. If we had the ability to
make computers out of genetic material
we could literally grow them; if we opted
to make them out of plant material we
could make a better-than-nature process
of photosynthesis to power them as
well.
So if we can augment ourselves and our
technology is sustainable what will living
in the future look like, and why would

Fact:

Yo u c
y o u r s e lfa n ’t p o ke
in t h e e
ye .

accomplished jazz musicians, the
Holme Building is definitely not
somewhere you want to be heading
on a first date. Coincidence or not,
I have witnessed several abusive
break-ups within the cafeteria-style
s
courtyard followed by floods of tear
in the ladies and sad melodies from
the keys nex t door.
Romantic Sail on Sydney Harbour
Setting off for the perfect afternoon
ng
sail with your new experienced saili
ious
glor
a
to
beau, you are treated
summer afternoon on the world’s
most glorious harbour. But as you
gaze into each other’s eyes, bobbing
around the vicinity of Watson’s
Bay on his beautiful 40 ft yacht,
ever ything suddenly goes askew
when the motor inexplicably dies.
The mood changes to not so much
dramatic but sinister as he ‘double
reefs the main’, grimly assumes
position of the steering wheel and
gives you a curt lesson on what
‘tacking ’ is. Sinister turns disaster
as the wind picks up to 15-20 knots
and you find yourself blown around
a particularly busy mooring spot
veering out of control through the
path of the Kirribilli ferr y and coming
but inches to the mercy of a stone
wharf and over $40, 000 of damage.
Bada Bing?
Enough said.

L
L
n

Last week’s article ‘Possible Posthuman Futures Part 1’ referred to
Lepht Anonym as ‘him.’ As noted in the article, Lepht is in fact gender
neutral. The correct pronoun is ‘zir’ or ‘hir’ depending on personal
taste, which is unknown. We apologise for any offense caused.

Asimov had an optimistic view of
the role of computing. He saw the
emancipatory function of computing
as alleviating humanity from the
mundane tasks that are beneath
the human mind so we could focus
on what is truly human – that of
executing our own creativity. Let me
give an example. Imagine an artist
going to the shop and choosing
a certain type of pencil from all
the others only to come back to
the studio and notice it does not
match. Instead of going to and fro,
technology does the mundane part
by giving us a pallet to automatically

choose from, and from there art can
happen. Even to carry this across
to what we normally may find to
be boring tasks, such as economic
analysis or something, the number
crunching is becoming more and
more mechanised, whereas the
true intellectual pursuit buried
underneath comes from an innate
creativity that can flourish in the
time we’re not spending doing
calculations. Being absorbed in our
work is a historical constant but
the routinised aspect of our lives is
becoming automated, allowing us
more time to build on real human
creativity.

DAVID MACK refuses your sticky buns.
Let’s get one thing straight: Pauline
Hanson is no Sarah Palin. Sure, they’re
both ultra-neocon, but running a fish
and chip shop, appearing on Dancing
With The Stars and being concerned
about immigrants does not a Mamma
Grizzly make. But, by gum, for the
meantime she’s the closet thing we’ve
got – and the Australian media just
cannot get enough of her. Think about
it: how many other one-term federal
politicians from the nineties do you hear
about these days?

So, what’s the most likely outcome
for the posthuman species?
Unfortunately, given humanity’s
current trajectory, we will not get
the chance to speciate. This is for
two reasons. It’s hard to imagine
cultivating the conditions required
if the violent political rhetoric of
hard line religious and economic
conservatism continues. Witnessed
most
grievously
in
climate
‘scepticism’, it’s as if humanity
is actually aiming squarely at its
own foot to blast that sucker right
off. The other hurdle is massively
wasteful resource management.
There is no way to fuel or build
the technology required to sustain
us over the next few millennia if
consumption continues unabated.
The complete reconfiguration of
contemporary lifestyles is a key
proponent to posthuman theory; not
just in a physiological sense but in a
sociological one as well. If we ever
get over ourselves, one day we may
become more than we ever were to
begin with.

Hanson’s appearance at the recent
‘Anti-Climate Tax’ rally on the lawns of
Parliament House was lapped up; there
were countless shots of her mingling
with old pals from One Nation, as well
as new ones from the (anti-semitic)
Australian League of Rights and other
certified climate change deniers. “I’ve
just come here to be with the people
and show my support,” Hanson told
reporters. “I’m an ordinary Australian
and I’m just so angry about this.”

Like hyperlinks? Of course you do!
Go to www.honisoit.com for a version of
this article that’s hyperlinked up the wazoo.

HAINES has seen some
TRAVEL WILLIAM
things, man. Some serious things.
Travel. It’s great right? It is so thought-provoking and inspiring that usually
when writing about it we make recommendations, gloat about an enriching
experience, or partake in a bit of cultural analysis. But anybody who has spent
any time even a stone’s throw from the beaten track will know that for every
enriching, eye opening or recommendation worthy experience travel gives us, it
also gives us one that leaves us speechless out of pure confusion.
To get from Delphi to Thessaloniki, for example, required spending four hours
waiting for a bus in Tyrnavos. I spent these four hours sitting next to one
of the towns many car parks, long neck in hand. Half way through, a lonely
motorcyclist entered the car park and proceeded to drive around it in circles
for well over an hour. When he eventually exited the car park and disappeared
into the drizzle I was left feeling that I was owed an explanation (which was not
forthcoming). Thank you Tyrnavos.
On arrival in Hydra later during the same trip, my friend and I rounded a corner
to see what appeared to be three or four cats lying on top of each other. Once
disturbed, however, the cats started to get up and walk away. More and more
cats appeared from under the seething mass of bodied. Sixteen we counted.
Cats simply continued to materialise from under one another in such a fashion
that I was left with a distinct suspicion that some crucial laws of physics had
been broken.
The Middle East is particularly rich with this sort of experience. Trail assistants
in Petra have reserved what was once one of the grandest houses in the

Amid the worthy discussion of the sexist
placards that dominated the media in
the days following the protest, it seems
we forgot to discuss the implications
of that rally for politics in this country.
Tony Abbott called it “a People’s Revolt”,
while others proclaimed the birth of
an “Australian Tea Party”. Cue images
of American libertarians, xenophobic
‘birthers’ and run-of-the-mill fanatics
afraid of the “fascist agenda of socialist
governments” which until now seemed
so curiously foreign.
It doesn’t matter that a rally of 8,000
climate tax supporters in Melbourne the
week before barely made a whisper in
the press; the media loves conflict and
here they had heaps. But do we really
want a political discourse dominated by
those who can make the most noise?

The right to protest is sacred; people
are literally dying for it as we speak
across the Arab world. But with that
Ordinary? Oh, please. Ordinary
right comes a duty to lift and safeguard
Australians – no matter their thoughts
the standard of our civil discourse. It’s
on climate science, emissions regulation
a responsibility that falls on the media’s
or Julia Gillard’s broken election promise
shoulders as well, to ensure that we’re
– were busy going about their lives.
hearing sensible debate.
Ordinary Australians consume media
from a variety of sources and would
There’s a reason why they’re called tea
ling
trave
bus
a
on
s
hour
t
spen
have
not
parties: because they’re thrown by mad
rous
vocife
of
whim
the
at
erra
to Canb
hatters.
right-wing shock jocks.

Why, that’s one tiny little
nanomachine, there.

Rose City as a jail for misbehaving
donkeys. If you venture to Wadi Rum,
Honi Soit
do not hire The Eagle Scout, who will
approach you at camp. He took us out
to find the Seven Pillars of Wisdom,
Wentworth Building
spent some time “reading the sand”
before giving up, getting us smashed
on Captain Morgan’s and spending the
Sydney Uni
rest of the night either complaining
that we didn’t tip him enough or
attempting to seduce us (having first
convinced us that we would never
find spiritual satisfaction until we had
received a blowjob from a member of our own sex while driving a car). As the
American with us droned, “he truly is the Eagle Scout”.
Of course there are times when the inexplicable is close to sublime. At 2.30
in the morning the usually bustling metro system of Hong Kong is deserted.
Sitting entirely alone on a train that usually carries upward of two thousand
commuters I was joined halfway through my journey by a wizened old
Cantonese man, who, despite the wealth of opportunity for privacy chose to
sit directly opposite me. To my eternal shame I could not suppress a fart. The
fart drew not even a flinch from the old man, who sat entirely still. As the
train doors opened half an hour later though, the old man rose to exit, but
paused at the door, let out a long and gassy fart and then disappeared into
the night.

farrago

we want to live there anyway? Isaac
Asimov, in many ways a pioneer,
coined the term ‘robot’ (any machine
that is computerised), predicted the
social application of the internet
over 20 years ago and, what’s most
important for us here, developed the
dystopian study of psychohistory.
Psychohistory combines sociology,
statistics and population control
on a gigantic scale to create
accurate projections of future social
movements. This is a dramatisation
of what Asimov saw in the real
world as a resurgence of eugenics
(we can see this thought experiment
bear fruit in John Glad’s ‘What We
May Be.’) The core principle here
is that with population explosions
and the ever-increasing control of
our own genome we are obliged to
use this control ethically to support
humanity. Seeing as intervention
with the human genome is inevitable,
this is the only moral response we
can take; the other option is genetic
exploitation as a form of domination.
Sound vaguely familiar at all?

Australian Tea Party?
Tea THIS!

_
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MASCULINITY IN SPORT
MICHAEL COUTTS doesn’t think walking it off is the answer.
In the vibrant city of Mumbai, sitting on the edge of a bed in an opulent hotel
that doesn’t quite match its much humbler surroundings, English cricketer
Michael Yardy decided that enough was enough. Playing in the cricket World
Cup, let alone contesting a do-or-die quarterfinal, is a dream for every
cricketer. As hard as sacrificing his one chance at that dream was, Yardy knew
that he simply couldn’t manage his condition any longer. He had to withdraw
from the squad.
Such an anecdote barely seems newsworthy: player takes injury into
tournament, player eventually succumbs to said injury, player becomes
sad-but-true story of how life isn’t fair as he is forced to quit. If I told you
that Yardy had been nursing a broken finger or a strained calf muscle, you’d
probably be asking me for the past 20 seconds of your life back. But if I told
you that Yardy was suffering from depression and that his decision to leave
the 2011 cricket world cup was based on his mental condition, you’d probably
be surprised.

sport

Openly admitting to mental health issues is a rarity amongst
professional athletes. The situation is similar to women
reporting sexual harassment in offices: the problem isn’t
when it happens, it’s when it doesn’t. Women often don’t
report sexual harassment because they feel complaints will
fall on deaf ears. Rates of depression (between 25% and
30%) do not decline amongst athletes, yet only a fraction of
that figure come out in the media because they do not feel
that they will be understood.

It is unsurprising then that mental health, an issue which is delicate amongst
the broader public, is particularly tricky for male athletes. Depression is
(ridiculously) regarded by many parts of society as a sign of weakness,
creating a stigma around it. This is the case even more so for athletes who are
expected to surpass ordinary limits of endurance and toughness, instead being
infallible heroes. The situation is made worse when athletes feel that whilst
they will not be rebuked for having a broken leg, they risk ridicule for having
depression.

A LEAGUE OF ITS OWN
KIRSTEN WADE pronounces it “Enerrell.”

After Melbourne Storm’s 2010
season was defined by one
number (zero) this year they
have managed to win a couple
of games, and keep the points
on the board that go with
winning. While most of the

Depression is caused by an imbalance of chemicals in the brain, just like diabetes
is caused by an imbalance of insulin or cancer a growth of malignant cells;
uncontrollable, often unavoidable, hardly humorous. Despite these similarities,
society does not yet perceive depression in this light. Caving in to a mental illness
is stigmatised. Players who do so are weak and soft and not worthy of adulation.
The consequence is that athletes who do suffer from depression are loath to
admit this is so, lest they face the kind of ridicule heaped on by commentators
like Boycott.

Openly admitting to
mental health issues
is a rarity amongst
professional athletes

Professional sport is more than an occupation for many male athletes: it is a
sphere of hyper masculinity that affects the very character of those who dwell
within it. All the (stereotypical but nonetheless prevalent) traits that society
expects of men are amplified for male athletes. While it is relatively harmless
to reward athletes who are particularly strong or brave or some other typically
‘masculine’ trait, the problem is that all the issues associated stereotypically
‘unmasculine’ traits are similarly amplified.

You know winter is well and
truly on the way when the NRL
kicks off again. After willing
the cold chill to come during
a long summer of (Australia
mostly losing the) cricket,
NRL fans are lapping up the
start of 2011 season. Over
three weeks every team in the
competition had suffered a
loss on the field. Not even the
2010 Premiers and World Club
Champion St George Illawarra
Dragons could notch up three
wins on the trot.

When Yardy announced his decision to leave the England squad, ex-England
cricket captain turned commentator Geoffrey Boycott wryly stated (on air), “He
must have been reading my comments about his bowling - it must have upset
him.” If Yardy has been suffering from some other kind of prolonged illness such
as diabetes or cancer, it’s hard to imagine Boycott making fun of him on live
television. Yet depression is much the same as many of these other illnesses.

action usually happens on the field,
the past week it was the off-field
events that dominated everyone’s
attention.
Super coach Wayne Bennett
announced that this season will be
his last at the Dragons. Rumour has
it that Bennett will return to his
beloved Brisbane Broncos next year.
But don’t count out other clubs
like South Sydney Rabbitohs just
yet. Especially if Russell Crowe has
anything to with it.
Come the completion of the 2011
season, it will be the end of an
era with one-club Broncos fiveeighth Darren Lockyer announcing
his retirement from NRL. Lockyer
is certainly among the NRL elite,
leaving the game with Dally M, Clive
Churchill and Wally Lewis medals

The problem extends beyond the media, however, right
into the heart of the players themselves. When Newcastle
Knights forward Corey Patterson was publicly battling with
the decision to walk away from the NRL due to his diagnosis
with depression, Australian star Billy Slater told Patterson on
field to “go and have a cry.” While Slater was apologetic after
the match, and insisted his remark was a bit of sledging gone
wrong, it nonetheless emphasised how a serious issue like
depression is regarded so lightly.

Given these monumental pressures, the obvious question is: what do athletes
and sports teams do to protect and preserve mental health? Most professional
sports teams have structures in place to assist players with mental issues,
ranging from psychologists who offer counselling sessions, support networks for
discussing situations, and doctors to prescribe medication. Furthermore, players
will often take short and long term breaks from the game to ensure they have
enough time to look after themselves. When athletes skip matches to rest, do
not be fooled: such breaks are for their mental health as much as their physical.
Changing the situation in the long term is, unfortunately, something of a catch
22 situation. The norms and societal perceptions surrounding athletes can only
be changed by high profile athletes who are willing to come forward and explain
their own experiences of depression and how they are no weaker for having
them than anyone else, but athletes are either unwilling to risk alienating their
fans or confront the embarrassment they feel by doing so. The benefit to be
achieved by an athlete doing so is monumental, however, so one can only hope
that the situation will change in the near future. If you broke your leg you would
be crazy to try and recover without crutches. If you have depression, you’re only
crazy if you don’t talk to someone about it. Your favourite sports players do, they
just aren’t ready to tell you about it.

in hand, along with multiple
premierships, and other
various honors. The guy with
the husky voice will be missed
by the Brisbane, Queensland
and Australian teams and NRL
fans alike.
The votes are in and
Novocastrians are ecstatic.
97% of voters were in favour
of Nathan Tinkler handing over
wads of cash to the Newcastle
Knights, millions of dollars a
year to be slightly more exact.
The previously membershipbased, community owned
club is now owned by the
former electrician, now
multimillionaire.
After so much action off the
field, I can’t wait for this
weekend’s games.

honi.soit
@src.usyd.edu.au
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Dr. Dean Bertram does not have a cape. He does not have fangs. He does not have bolts in his neck. This man is simply
a horror institution.
My rendezvous with Dr. Bertram happened on an overcast afternoon, deep in the darkened foyer of Dendy Cinemas
in Newtown’s King Street. He was right on time. Dr. Bertram and I sat in the foyer and chat about screams, stabs and
cinema, just days before the sold out opening night of A Night of Horror, Sydney’s annual horror film festival.
A Night of Horror celebrates its fifth year in 2011, and has moaned and grown into a Sydney institution since its
inception in 2006. Originally created as one night of short independent horror films (hence the name A Night of
Horror), Bertram was inundated with hundreds of submissions the first year. His vision evolved into nine days of
macabre mayhem: feature films, a screenwriting forum, horror parties, and the festival’s first ever 3D screening,
Hybrid. Importantly, the festival still holds shorts programs showcasing local short filmmakers, many of whom are
first-time directors.

A BLOODY
MARY WITH...

DR. DEAN
BERTRAM

Bertram is one of our own. A freelance writer on every conspiracy from UFO cults to The Da Vinci Code, he
completed his PhD in American cultural history at Sydney University. His thesis was fittingly niche and titled
Flying Saucer Culture: An Historical Survey of American UFO Belief. Bertram, along with his A Night of Horror
co-director Lisa Mitchell, is also responsible for a new kid on the Sydney sci-fi block. Fantastic Planet: Sydney
Science Fiction and Fantasy Film Festival enters its third year in April 2012.

(Director of A Night of Horror Film Festival)

Bertram, along with his brother Grant and friend Lisa Mitchell (no relation to the Australian songstress),
founded A Night of Horror to fill a gap in Australia’s horror cinema scene, being award-winning independent
horror filmmakers themselves. “We were aware that there was no festival that catered to horror filmmakers
or an audience that just wanted to see horror films in Sydney. We thought, we can’t be the only filmmakers
in his town who love horror.”

garnish with more fake blood

The program for A Night of Horror is well balanced, from zombies to Lovecraft to serial killers and slashers;
the genres are well spanned, wrenched and throttled over the nine days in Newtown’s darkened Dendy
Cinema. Bertram describes one of the films, Ken Russell’s Wound as “quite the experience”, and gives me
fair warning to bring along a friend. I’ll take this advice, considering that a horror connoisseur refers to this
film as “traumatising.”

a glass of fake blood

by Shannon Connellan

profile

Bertram’s love of horror stems from first watching John Carpenter’s Halloween at age ten. He grew up
watching the so-called “Golden Age” of horror cinema, a span of forty or so years leading up to the late
eighties, when the likes of Dracula, Psycho, Friday the 13th, A Nightmare on Elm Street, The Night of Living
Dead and Black Friday scared the shit out of teenagers everywhere. The horror canon terrified, intrigued
and inspired Bertram, who was a frequent visitor to his local video shop almost every day after school.
“I was genuinely terrified after having seen Halloween. I didn’t sleep well for a very long time. But at
the same time I had, I suppose, a macabre fascination with the genre,” he says. “As a kid, nobody really
cared about ratings, I would just wander in [to the video shop] as a ten year old and pick ‘that film, that
film and that film’. I’d be pulling out The Evil Deads and The Texas Chainsaw Massacres… we grew up
watching these.”
So what’s changed in horror cinema since Freddy Krueger, Michael Myers and Jason were tearing up
our screens (and countless teenagers)?
“I think what’s happened with horror, as we’ve seen with a lot of the remakes is that there’s been an
overcommercialisation. Like, if you watch the very first Texas Chainsaw Massacre it’s a very different
experience to watching the remake. I mean, it deals with similar dark subject matter but the irony is
that in the first one, although much less is seen on screen, it’s far more psychologically traumatising
to watch that movie than the new one where everything’s on screen, and it’s shot Michael Bay-style
and you know, beautiful people and close-ups constantly and quick cuts. It doesn’t have that sense
that somehow you’re watching something forbidden, which I think a lot of that earlier cinema
did.”
Bertram has his own ideas on why people love being scared by horror. “I think one of the reasons
horror cinema is popular, just like any horror storytelling, is that you get to experience this sense
of fear vicariously,” he says. “I think it’s part of the human psyche, I think we all want to look death
in the face but at the same time we don’t want the danger of actually physically putting ourselves
in a life threatening situation. I think seeing a horror movie lets us deal with issues of loss, lets us
deal with issues of genuine terror, lets us face death, but at the end of the night we know that
when the credits roll, the lights are going to fade up and everything’s going to be ok.”
Bertram strongly believes there is little difference between the old torch-under-chin ghost story
and modern horror cinema, maintaining that people’s love of the scare is steeped in history
and tradition, from Shakespeare’s Macbeth to the Brothers Grimm. “It’s not that different to
when people sat around a campfire hundreds of years ago, telling each other scary stories,” he
says. “I think horror movies are taking advantage of the new medium of film to tell stories that
we’ve always enjoyed.” It seems we’ve been scaring each other for centuries.

So, horror fan to horror fan, I’ve got
some quick questions for Dr. Bertram.
Favourite horror movie of all time?
“Halloween.”
Favourite new horror filmmaker?
“Carey Pryor. [He] made a movie called
The Revenant which is which is about to
get theatrical in America, and we had
the Australian premiere last year.”
Favourite genre of horror?
“They do intertwine. I like psychological
horror, the type of horror where we’re
left uncertain when the credits roll
maybe as to whether it was real or not,
but then I also like psychological horror
when it is revealed… I love repulsion
and body horror as well; Cronenberg,
zombie movies I love.”
This is exactly the right answer
from a film festival
director. And who,
might you ask, is a
horror film festival
director afraid
of? Who scares the
scaremaster?
“The Tall Man from The Never Dead
or the Phantasm series, played by the
great Angus Scrimm. He’s really scary.
He scared me when I was a boy, he still
does.”
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THE CON
MICHAEL RICHARDSON takes a long look at a long con.

The appointment of Kim Walker as Dean of the
Conservatorium in 2004 was seen as a breath of
fresh air to invigorate an aging, stale institution.
To the students and staff, after seven years
of her peculiar brand of fucking up, she has
overstayed her welcome.
Last week Honi Soit reported that the Con had
suffered sweeping cuts to classes in nearly every
department, and that students are now paying
the same amount for fewer educational services.
The frustrated student response was subdued
by a Q&A session in which the Dean brought
a coterie of eight highly-placed staff full of
prepared answers. She blamed the cut classes on
the university’s reduced funding.

feature

Honi has since obtained a contract between
the Conservatorium and an independent
publicity firm, Cato Counsel, which states that
they are employed to the tune of $137,500 for
‘designing and communicating media releases
as appropriate as determined by the Contract in
consultation with the SCM Dean.’ The students
who are aware of this contract are questioning
why classes are being cut for budgetary reasons
when the Con apparently has the funds to hire
independent publicity firms - especially since
the Con already has a marketing department.
Among Cato Counsel’s previous clients are AGL
(during which AGL’s CEO Paul Anthony was
removed from his position), and Gunns Limited,
the Tasmanian logging conglomerate at the
centre of the saw mill controversy.
Said one Con staff member, “Many feel like
they’re there to provide the Dean with a degree
of media management.”
This isn’t the first time Cato Counsel has been
contracted by the Con. In a 2008 article for
The Australian, Stephen Matchett spoke to a
representative of Cato Counsel, Graham Cassidy.
‘“We have ongoing discussions with the dean
and Conservatorium on issues involving the Con,”
Mr Cassidy said.
All sorts of university agencies have their own
media advisors these days. But why does SCM
retain independent strategists, ones who are well
equipped to advise on how to handle an official
university inquiry? As Mr Cassidy says, “we work
for the Con, not the university”.
At the risk of winning an award for stating
the bleeding obvious, in these circumstances
surely the Con could leave comment and
communications on an internal matter to the
people paid to speak for the university as a
whole.’
This information, in light of the recent cuts to
educational services, is compounded by what
one of our sources called “[an expenditure shift]
to marketing and publicity damage control.”
They also noted that “the expenditure is grossly
in excess of original budgets,” saying that the
Conservatorium had a workable budget before
the Dean took office.
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Students at the Con have attempted to distribute
a copy of the Cato Counsel contract throughout
the Con. They are taken down “within ten
minutes of putting them up.” It is likely these
protests will escalate in the coming weeks. This
is not the first time the student body has reacted
to the Con’s culture.

In 2008, Richard Giulliat wrote for The Australian,
‘In October [of 2007] a group of students staged a
protest in which they arrived at the Con in a hearse
and marched to the entrance dressed as pallbearers
carrying an academic mortarboard wreathed with
flowers. Angus McFarland, who was then head of the
university’s Students Representative Council, turned
up and was amazed at the poisonous atmosphere he
confronted inside the Con: the hallways, toilets and
classrooms, he recalls, were plastered with pink A4
posters that criticised the protesting students and
even referred to one of them obliquely by name.
“How we read it is that the dean herself, or someone
who is an ally of the dean’s, had gone around putting
up these cryptic posters,” says McFarland. “I’ve been
involved in student activism at university for five
years and I’ve never known an academic to engage
in counter-campaigning in that way.”’
These protests were a response to the Dean’s alleged
plagiarism, during which she disappeared for ten
weeks for what the University called ‘special duties’.
Harriet Alexander of the Herald reported that the
objects of plagiarism were two reports written
by the Dean which contained content identical
to speeches given by members of the University
of Indiana (her alma mater). The University duly
ordered an investigation into the situation which was
compiled by barrister Anthony Britt.
The Britt report was suppressed by the University.
It was not released to the public or circulated
internally, and the SMH’s Freedom of Information
request was subsequently denied.
A member of staff said of Walker, “She was marched
out of the Con with security guards. The fact that she
survived this and came back was quite disturbing.
All the people who were involved in that were
moved. Don Nutbeam, the Provost at the time
who instigated the investigation, has since left the
University … it was a totally bizarre situation where
she’d withdrawn the report that contained the
plagiarism, we had no explanation why there was
nothing wrong with having a plagiarised report, and
when she came back she was out to get everyone
who had anything to do with it.”
In response to the Britt report, Walker’s lawyers
released a statement, saying, “The matter had been
fully investigated by the University and found to be
completely unsubstantiated.”
As if this wasn’t enough, Walker was investigated
again for plagiarism after large portions of a speech
she gave at the Art Gallery of NSW were obviously
identical to a history textbook written by Will and
Ariel Durant, two Pulitzer Prize-winning historians
(see right).
Once again the University investigated the situation,
this time led by Roger Gyles QC, and again the
report was not released. Kim Walker returned to her
position. Neither Roger Gyles nor Anthony Britt were
able to comment upon their work with the University
to Honi when we contacted them.
Ms Walker has very powerful friends. First and
foremost is Marie Bashir, the Chancellor of the
University, who has publically supported Walker in
the face of her trials. Her other benefactors include
Mary Turner, the executor of a $16 million donation
to the Con; Rowena Danziger, former headmistress
of Ascham; Richard Tognetti, famed violinist, who
received an honorary doctorate from Walker in 2005;
and Peter Sculthorpe, famed Australian composer.

After the second report, the Herald reported
that some anonymous donors wrote letters of
support to the University. “You should be aware
that [name masked] and I with some others have
launched the ‘Kim Walker Support Fund’, and we
have at present a total cash or promises of some
$500,000 … We sincerely hope that this fund will
not have to be utilised for court action and that
rather the university will see fit to enter a process
that will result in Kim Walker returning to the
conservatorium.”
It is no wonder that all of the people we spoke to
preferred to remain anonymous as well.
In 2009, the University brought in the St James Ethics
Centre to act as a mediator to alleviate tensions in
the Con’s academic staff, who were dissatisfied by
the University’s resounding silence concerning the
plagiarism investigations. The report was leaked to
the press and Honi has since obtained a copy. The
results are nigh unanimous: the Con staff are pissed
off.
From a pool of 60 respondents, most of whom were
permanent staff, 52 thought that the administration
of the Con had not been adequately accountable and
had been irresponsible regarding due process. They
identified weaknesses as impropriety, misconduct
and illegality, which included specific allegations of
documentation falsification, of supervisors being
directed to change ratings of particular staff, of
inappropriate management of sexual harassment
and misconduct allegations.
There is more. 37 out of 41 from the same pool
decried the absence of transparent communication
and thought that the environment being fostered
was not conducive to free expression. 28 of 32
thought that it was not safe to express an opinion,
dissenting views were not respected or valued and
‘productive conflict’ was not allowed.
94% thought that the rights of staff and students
were not being recognised or protected, and that
there weren’t clear lines of accountability and due
process for complaints and grievances. 96% of
respondents thought that respect for experience
and the opinions of experienced staff members were
being neglected.
In other words, over 85% of those surveyed thought
that the Con’s administration practices left a lot to
be desired, and that’s putting it mildly.
All of the people we spoke to referred to a “closed
inner circle of compliant staff with access to insider
information,” composed of staff who are ‘pro-Dean’.
Staff willing to “support the Dean unconditionally
are being promoted and empowered when they lack
experience.”
According to these contacts at the Con and the
news reports over the past six years, there have
been a large number of resignations. These
included high-ranking Con staff members such as
Mark Walton, Chair of Performance, Outreach and
Communications at the Sydney Conservatorium of
Music [until 2006]; Associate Professor Elizabeth
Powell; Keith Griffin; Jenni Shaw and Allen Marett.
Walker was also accused of falsifying or
misrepresenting her academic qualifications. In
2009, the Curtis Institute of Music confirmed it did
not award the Dean a formal qualification as claimed
on the University of Sydney website. Also in 2009
Walker was accused of wearing unearned academic
robes. Honi Soit talked to a student of the Con who
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graduated in 2007. They said, “She came to the
graduation ceremony without any colours, not even
a Bachelor’s degree. Nothing, she was in a black
robe.”

Fig 1: Copies of the contract between the SCM
and Cato Counsel.

Many of Walker’s management decisions have
been widely publicised. In particular, the Herald
reported that she spent $55,000 for Joe Williams,
a horse-whisperer, to give workshops for her staff.
A staff member confirmed that horse-whispering
and talking to horses was indeed a component
of the workshops. Walker also rearranged the
Conservatorium according to the principles of Feng
Shui.
We contacted Kim Walker for comment on numerous
occasions, but she was busy on each one.

An alumnus who attended the University during
the initial plagiarism scandal recalled the walk-out
protests, and a recurring joke in those days among
students: “Can they even bust us for plagiarism,
what will they do – send us to the Dean?”

Fig 3:
Left: The Lessons of History, Ch 2, Will and Ariel Durant, 1968.
Right: Speech notes of Kim Walker, 2008, Art Gallery of NSW.

Fig 2: The original instance of plagiarism from 2006 in a speech published on
the University website from Karl Paulnack’s welcome address to the Boston
Conservatory in 2004.
Speech by Kim Walker:

Speech by Karl Paulnack:

This speech, given by Walker in 2008 at the Art Gallery of NSW was likely part of the 2008 Gyles report. Highlighting was present on the
copy Honi Soit downloaded from the Sydney Morning Herald website. A quick hue/saturation filter was applied to the highlighter so it
would fit with the visual design. Thanks to marcellous.wordpress.com for their blog post on the subject. On the back of the notes was
printed:

feature

Now, we’re just saying, if anyone wants to
anonymously send us a copy of the Britt report or
the Gyles report, we’ll print it. Just putting this right
here in the paper.

“May I acknowledge the major influence that several authors and colleagues have had on my approach to assembling for us this collection
of thoughts: Joseph Campbell, Myles Brand, James Durant and others over 300 years of accumulated knowledge.” - emphasis added. James
is the middle name of Will Durant.

Speech notes.

Lessons of History.

Lessons of History.

Speech notes.
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AUSTRALIAN CHAMBER
HANNAH RYAN is no second violinist!

ORCHESTRA

Seeing a chamber orchestra play classical music sounds like the kind of thing you’ll do when you can no
longer digest solids and your thoughts oscillate between your rosebushes and your mortality. There’s a reason
chilling with Chopin is a geriatric pursuit. The term ‘classical music’ has become synecdoche for elite culture,
intellectual music, and expensive ensembles. Musically, it’s more demanding than the offerings of Nova 96.9. It’s
hard to see why you should put in the effort before you retire.

The Australian Chamber Orchestra doesn’t sound cool, but they have an edge on other classical ensembles. They’re led by
Australian Richard Tognetti, a ($10 million Stratocaster-equivalent) violin-totin’ rock star. He hangs with Russell Crowe (and
taught him to play violin for Master & Commander). He left his wife for his assistant leader. Juicy. The ACO is also sartorially
satisfying, dressed as they are by Akira Isogawa. Even more convincingly, tickets for under-30s go for just $38, no matter
where you sit.
All of this becomes peripheral when they start to play. Their latest national tour was a two-concert series, ‘curated’ by
Alex Ross. Ross is a borderline-Gen Y music critic who writes for The New Yorker and maintains a blog; he likes Bob
Dylan, but he likes Beethoven more. He’s also written two bestsellers: The Rest Is Noise and Listen To This, also the
names of the two ACO concerts. Ross curated the tour in the sense that he selected the pieces and then gave a talk
before each concert, probably in a self-interested bid to increase sales. Lucky, then, that he has excellent taste
and an enviable way with words.

ON THE ROAD
CHIPPENDALE
JACQUELINE
BREEN on your
favourite suburb of
tomorrow, today!

On crisp autumn afternoons at
golden hour, snuggling in to a
couch at The Clare is a spiritual
experience. The fading sunlight hits
it at just the right angle, so that the
rays refract off the bar’s spirit bottles
in a rainbow of rich hues. That pub is
equal parts crusty and creative, which
summarises everything we love about
Chippendale. The Clare crowns the suburb’s
city-side hilltop, and Chippendale spills quietly
back in to the valley before Sydney Uni.

The first concert was ‘The Rest Is Noise’, featuring works by the big twentieth-century guns (Stravinsky,
Strauss, Britten) and some lesser-known characters (Xenakis and Takemitsu). Ross’ twentieth century
is a dark time, embodied by his composers – Takemitsu had half his face blown off by a bomb, and
Strauss’ Metamorphosen is an elegy for German culture written in the last weeks of WWII. The ACO
pulled off this dark repertoire faultlessly. While ‘The Rest Is Noise’ was tremendously involving,
From campus, all the leafy goodness lies just a few
‘Listen To This’ exceeded it in depth of feeling. Honi readers may recognise Barber’s ‘Adagio
minutes beyond Victoria Park. The suburb is shrouded
for Strings’ from a remix on 100% Hits of many years ago, and while the real-life classical
in jacarandas, and that purple canopy gives the place
version is less dancey, the band’s ability to play as one and their sensitivity to nuance
a chilled hush. The locals here are either dribbling and
meant that it was the perfect expression of primordial sadness. Tognetti really was
giggling on the ubiquitous swing sets or brainstorming
in
converted lofts above street level. The creative class
the star of the show, startling the audience with the beauty of his solo Bach and
were
drawn here by the industrial chic aesthetic, and they’ve
keeping the orchestra in line as conductor of John Adams’ Shaker Loops. It’s
stayed
for
the haloumi bagels at Cafe Giulia. Sitting pretty on
puzzling that so abstract an art form can elicit such concrete emotion, but
Abercrombie
St, this joint has a blackboard menu that stretches for
that’s what is so astounding about classical music at its best.
days. Here, great coffee, fluffy eggs and cliched food journalism are
on the table.
Tognetti and his band are no strangers to collaboration –
they’ve teamed up with Bill Henson, Michael Leunig
The main event is around the corner from Giulia. It’s hard to believe
and Katie Noonan in the past. Their next tour
White Rabbit Gallery has been winning hearts and minds for
features both the Tawadros brothers and surf
ten years now; the converted knitting factory still looks new and
photographer Jon Frank. If you think
shiny. White Rabbit neatly arranges some of the coolest Chinese
you can Handel it, make sure to
contemporary art over four slick floors, and also includes a teahouse
add it to the Liszt.
and theatrette. For some closer-to-home artistic offerings, MOP
Gallery is currently exhibiting some charming water-colours of
dildos and bunny rabbits.

Adventures in
FOODTOWN!

the arts bit

JESS STIRLING on the art of having your cake and eating it too.
Nannas are a competitive bunch. Think back to the days of being dragged along to the
CWA hall where hostile senior citizens, freshly permed and powdered, stare at each other
suspiciously through squinted eyes as the sponge cake judges do their rounds, hoping to
glare down their competitors and intimidate them into withdrawing their entry, whilst
maliciously spreading rumours about Margery’s entry being store-bought. Or was that just
my Grandma? Either way, it did get me wondering how the old biddies would feel about
stepping aside and letting in a new generation of scone aficionados, such as young whipper
snapper Amelia who, at the tender age of 23, has set up Tea Parlour, one of the most truly
delightful venues to come out of Redfern since… well… ever.
Entering the tiny shop on Elizabeth St is like stepping back in time. The décor provides an
immediate sensory overload before the first bite of scone has even been taken. Presiding
over the shop is the most enormous piece of taxidermy I have ever laid eyes on, in the form
of an exquisite stuffed peacock with a four meter feather span. It was purchased for $400
from a deceased estate; the owner has said she didn’t feel like she could open a tea shop
without it. This is accompanied by a moose head on the adjacent wall, classic novels on the
other, chintz sofas squished in chaotically, and an eclectic mix of the most utterly charming
tea cups and saucers outside of a Vinnies, all lovingly sourced by the owner.
Tea Parlour is set up so that you can pop in for a quick cup of tea, ($3 for a huge pot) with a
range of loose-leaf teas to choose from, or go the full hog and treat yourself to a High Tea
($15 pp- bargain!) served again on a perfectly eclectic array of silver tea trays. The menu
changes from day to day: we were treated to cucumber sandwiches, fat, delicious scones
and home made jam, bread and butter puddings, tiny lemon tarts and a vast array of other
delightful miniature treats. It’s all delicious. The venue is also available for private catered
functions with dressing up themes rigorously encouraged. Oh, and guys, it’s BYO- just
add THAT to the list of wins. This delightful little place is just waiting for you to come and
experience its wonders.
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Tucked away beside the rushing tide of Broadway, this sweet
suburban secret has gone largely unnoticed (well, by me, at least).
But now the hipsters and real estate sharks are circling, so park
your fixie quick and have a quiet stroll around. Don’t trip over that
cliched food journalism I left smeared over Abercrombie St.

I urge you to go, drink tea, eat scones and puddings, drink champagne and cackle like you’ve
just won Best Cake Decoration for the fifth year in a row. “Let them eat cake,” ordered Marie
Antoinette. Well then, I think I just might.
Visit Tea Parlour at 579 Elizabeth St, Redfern. It’s open Thursday to Sunday, from 12 to 9pm.

this is how annie leibowitz takes
every single photo she exhibits
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The Drop

Charlie's

Bar
NATHAN HARMOND
gets down and dirty to the
sound of the blues.

Charlie’s Blues Bar opened a few
Thursday nights ago on Crown
St, Surry Hills. It was a lo-fi blues
affair, with a slogan that read
“We’ve got one type of beer, one
type of whiskey, and one type of
tune – which be blues records”.
Keeping with this theme of oneness,
I’m going to give you a one word
description – shithole.
Warm beer, whiskey in broken
coffee mugs, milk crates for chairs,
broken fans and two dimly lit lamps
basically gives you an idea of what
Charlie’s Blues Bar entails. The only
redeeming factor is the two dusty
turntables which belch out crackly,
sweaty blues all night long; they sit
cautiously in the corner, oblivious
to the crack den environment which
surrounds them.
When asked about the decrepit
state in which the establishment
exists, Charlie replied “either buy a
round or fuck off.” Another astute
patron shared his sentiments
with me on the night slurring, “If I
wanted to pay 10 bucks a round to
get boozed up and sweated on, I
would’ve gone to the strip club.”
However, to my surprise, but not
my dismay, the dark, dirty, and
dingy low key affair of Charlie’s
seemed to have everybody grooving
on its whiskey stained floor. The
unexpected decor, or lack of, and
ramshackle setting of the bar had
an... unmistakable vibe. Like a warm
embrace from a friendly stranger,
one who kinda smells like whisky;
it’s scary, but still nice.
Maybe it was the dusty blues,
maybe it was the cheap booze,
or maybe it was both, but there’s
something about the place that
means I’ll be back this Thursday,
next Thursday and probably every
freaking week after that.
Damn you Charlie.

THE SCREEN:

Rango

3D animations that have been making us cough up
a few extra bucks can hang their heads in shame as
visually brilliant 2D Rango walks into our cinemas,
and proves that it only takes original characters, a
clever plotline and a superb band of vocal talent
(including the likes of Johnny Depp, Isla Fisher and Bill
Nighy to name a few) to quench our dying thirst for
entertainment that is actually worth every penny.
Rango follows the adventures of a no-name
chameleon who finds himself in the middle of
an existential crisis, in a town called Dirt in the
middle of nowhere, with nothing but his instinctive
improvisation skills to keep himself alive and loved
(and named... “Rango”). With a major water shortage
endangering the lives of Dirt’s inhabitants, and Rango
crowned as the town’s new hero after a lucky feat
with a hawk, what eventuates is an unpredictably
hilarious comedy that nods to a variety of classic
Westerns and other great films, whilst still maintaining
an oddball sense of originality and playfulness that never
runs dry.

HONI RECOMMENDS:
JAMES COLLEY has found this
new band ‘Beetle’. Listen!
If you think you’ve never heard The
Beatles’ eighth album Sgt. Pepper’s
Lonely Hearts Club Band you’re wrong.
You may not remember it. Maybe it was
in a film, maybe your mother used to
sing it to you, maybe, just maybe, the
music of Sgt. Pepper’s is so intimately
linked with the universe that it’s familiar
because it’s every noise you’ve ever heard
meeting in perfect harmony. That’s why
I’m not going to tell you to listen to
Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band.
I’m telling you to listen to it again.
Today.
To begin the trip (and it is a trip) again
is like returning home. The driving rhythm
of the title track welcomes you back to
the funhouse that is Sgt. Peppers. As the
album progresses you remember why this is
considered one of the greatest albums of
all time.
To speak of the highlights of Sgt. Pepper’s
is to do an injustice to any song you
don’t mention. It’s easier to split the

HANNAH LEE considers branding herself.
The creative strength of Rango, however, doesn’t just
rest in the clever re-working of conventions typically
found in the Western genre. Gore Verbinski (director
of the Pirates of the Caribbean franchise) takes the
audience for a wild visual ride through his endlessly
inventive choices in the heights, angles and colours that
drive Rango’s action, leaving behind the excess of CGI
we usually find in 3D (as seen in Verbinski’s Pirates) and
running towards funny chase sequences that mimic Star
Wars and Apocalypse Now, and abstract visions that
border on the surreal and bizarre. And even if you don’t
pick up on the witty references to other films or enjoy
the deep philosophical ruminations of a chameleon,
the sheer energy and excitement embedded within
the drawings are visually glorious enough to make you
appreciate its clarity and superb entertainment value in
contrast to a lot of the predictable plots and annoyingly
convoluted action we see in most other animations that
leave us disappointed. So brand the name Rango into
your arm and be sure to catch it before it rides away into
the sunset (read: the DVD shelves).

sgt. pepper’s
lonely hearts
club band
album into the songs you hear every
so often sung by drunken friends and
the ones you forgot existed.
Pure nostalgic delight greets every
note as you lie back to ‘Within You
Without You’, it’s fundamentally
impossible to not sway along to ‘With
A Little Help From My Friends’, and
if you don’t sing along to ‘Lucy In The
Sky With Diamonds’ you either don’t
have a throat or you don’t deserve one.
Think about it. When was the last time
you treated yourself? Really treated
yourself? Go on, put a kettle on, sit
down and load up Sgt. Pepper’s. I don’t
care if you’re in a lecture. You brought
that kettle for a reason. Listen to
this album again. It’s actually the best
thing you’ll do today.

the arts bit

Blues

GAME THEORY: DRAGON AGE II SERTAN SARAL is an inveterate dragonslayer.
She is going to love this, I thought. I
had entered the Keep, a building with
a view of all of Kirkwall. I rushed past
Knights and other officials of the city
towards Guard Captain Aveline Vallen’s
office. Aveline was a close companion;
she was there when I escaped with my
family from the Blight as it descended on
Lothering, my old home, and we arrived
together at Kirkwall as refugees. I was
about to give her this awesome shield I
found (it had her namesake on it!).
It’s possible to point to just one change
that developer Bioware has made to
their storytelling model in Dragon Age

2, a change so crucial that it informs
everything that separates the game from
not only Dragon Age: Origins, but other
games in their impressive library: there
is no big, identifiable threat in Dragon
Age 2. No Blight. No Reapers. No Sith
Lords. You spend the entire game juggling
the many conflicting political interests in
Kirkwall.
On the surface that may sound dull, but
the absence of one major threat allows
Bioware the opportunity to finally let one
of their rich universes breathe. What this
means is that there is a greater emphasis
on choice and consequence in this game.

Every choice you make matters, even the
seemingly smallest ones. Which brings
me back to Aveline.
Wait, did I just piss her off? It’s an
awesome shield, Aveline, it’s got your
fucking namesake on it! Your namesake!
Fuck! What do you want from me?
Well, as it turns out, she didn’t want a
shield with her namesake on it, especially
from me. Some time ago (about 10 hours
in gameplay time), I sold Ser Wesley’s
shield because I was desperate for coin.
Aveline took this move as an affront. Ser
Wesley was her husband, you see, killed
during our escape from the Blight (or

more truthfully, I volunteered myself to
end his life after he was infected), so me
handing her a shield with her name on it
rang inappropriately sentimental to her.
Fair call.
This is just one tiny example of how your
choices play out in Dragon Age 2 and
Bioware has become so sophisticated at
this that for the first time in a videogame,
I found myself making choices without
realising there’d be meaningful
consequences down the road. Now I
need to think of some way to make it up
to Aveline. Sigh. Excuse me.
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ANTI CARBON TAX RALLY

PRO CARBON TAX RALLY

MICHAEL KOZIOL was an
impartial, unbiased attendee.

“But if they don’t do it now it’s going to
be much more costly in the future. So
we’ve got to bite the bullet.”

LACHLAN CAREY was an
impartial, unbiased attendee.

Julia Gillard has had a tough time
searching for ‘middle Australia.’ I
think I found them.

These are not fighting words, per se,
as much as they are a hard-edged
recognition of reality. I am surrounded,
for the most part, not by purists and
ideologues but people who strongly
support a policy and are knowledgeably
arguing for it.

It’s a peculiar thing to hear 2000+
senior citizens chant “Li-ar Li-ar” and
it is certainly not something you’re
going to forget in hurry. But such
was my fortune on a mild, overcast
Saturday morning as I wandered the
grounds of Hyde Park in search of the
logic behind the ‘rally against climate
action’. What soon became apparent
to me however was that this wasn’t
a protest over environmental
policy, but the public expression of
wide-spread anger, skepticism and
resentment. Our very own Tea Party
movement fuelled by 2GB hysteria
and zealous Liberal rhetoric. (“We
will fight it every second of every
hour of every day of every month?”
Sorry Tony, but you’re no Churchill
and this just ain’t World War III).

In response to the “No Carbon Tax”
rally being orchestrated a few blocks
north in Hyde Park, 8 000 very
normal, very level-headed Australians
gathered in Sydney’s leafy Belmore
Park to declare their support for
action on climate change.
These days such action is
synonymous with Gillard’s carbon tax,
a polarising policy which has turned
the political discourse in to a blood
bath. The images making the nightly
news have thus far been dominated
by anger: Tony Abbott has brought
Tea Party politics to Australia, he is
banking on a revolt.
But Belmore Park this morning is
not a scene of anger. These posters
make positive demands: “Cut Carbon
Pollution: Unlock Clean Energy.” It is
a long way from “Bob Brown’s Bitch”
or “Julia Gil-dafi.” If there is fear to
be detected, it is a quiet concern
that the battle is getting harder
instead of easier. The consensus for
climate change action is not what it
once was. And it’s a battle which can
already count among its casualties
Malcolm Turnbull and Kevin Rudd.
Still, optimism prevails today. “We
will win”, concluded GetUp director
Simon Sheikh in a rousing address
to the faithful. It’s the same brash
confidence as Gillard. Crash or crash
through.
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The numbers look positive. Four
times as many people gathered here
than went to hear Alan Jones in
Hyde Park. It’s a diverse group too.
There are huge numbers of families
here. Children and grandparents
are chanting together. The only
thing notable about this crowd is its
ordinariness. It puts shame to the
suggestion that ‘middle Australia’
detests this policy.
“It was a great sight, we literally
could not have fit any more people
in this park,” Sheikh tells me. “It was
amazing to see how many people
came out on very short notice.”
“I think man has an amazing
capacity, when it decides to act,
when it decides to get together,”
says Bella Glenny, who is attending
the rally with her husband and two
sons. She has been campaigning for
environmental action long before
the movement was popularised by
Al Gore’s An Inconvenient Truth, and
admits that dealing with climate
change must hurt hip pockets if it is
to be effective.
“Man does have to pay for what’s
gone on, it’s not a free ride, and
there are no solutions bar people
paying. The government has to be a
bit braver…and not deny the fact.”
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“They’re afraid to make decisions
which might upset some people,”
adds John, 64, who lives in Peter
Garrett’s seat of Kingsford-Smith.

Sheikh stresses that explaining the tax
will be the key to its success.
“What’s really important is that we
continue communicating,” he says.
“We know that middle Australia will be
better off, and once that message gets
out there we will see overwhelming
support for a price on pollution, because
Australians are a positive people who
embrace the future, and are ready and
willing to tap in to that 6 trillion dollar
clean energy economy.”
Support for a carbon tax today was loud,
clear and determined. It remains to be
seen whether that fervour will survive
the announcement of policy detail,
particularly levels of compensation,
which threatens to become a wedge
issue. But there can be no doubting this
side will fight the good fight long and
hard.

Amongst the C-grade public
personalities to rile up the crowd
was the Federal Member for Hughes,
who bragged to the crowd that his
electorate had a 27% swing against
Labor in the Federal election. The
ensuing roar dwarfed any subsequent
reaction to environmental
considerations and sent shivers up
my rigidly left-leaning spine. Signs
such as “JuLiar wants your money!”
or “When will the Greens ripen?”
were enough to let me know that
my political persuasions were not
going to be overly popular. This was
even before I endured countless
eye-rolls upon introducing myself
as a student of Sydney University.
Indeed, one particularly threatening
manufacturing worker - who seemed
to believe that all the money from
the tax was going to the IMF - told
me to come back and see him when
I had kids and responsibilities of my
own. He then made it clear that I
should “Fuck Off” in the soon to very
near future.
As I rapidly power-walked away I did
realise that the man had a point;
there are struggling families and
businesses whose livelihoods will

be significantly affected by a new tax
and no amount of moral superiority
will change that. Steelworker Jim Riley
told me “this is going to be the death
mate, this will put us over the edge”
and as he listed the factors already
working against him - a strong Australian
dollar and cheap Chinese imports - I
found it increasingly hard to disagree.
This attitude that “when China starts,
we will” resonated in a pessimistic
crowd who felt betrayed by a lying
Prime Minister and disenfranchised by
a Labor/Greens coalition they clearly
didn’t vote for. Or as one lady colourfully
put it: “if every Australian and every
New Zealander died tomorrow it
wouldn’t make one iota of a difference...
we’re like a pimple on a pineapple...
why should we be the hairy chested
leaders?” So despite not knowing what a
being a “pimple on a pineapple” means,
it does seem unfair that Australian
businesses should have to bear this
burden of moral responsibility when so
many other countries refuse to do so.
Yet without a doubt, the clearest
opinions voiced by the rally were a
mistrust of Julia Gillard and skepticism
over Climate Change science. As I gently
tried to remind concerned parents and
grandparents that the government
has promised to give back over half
the revenue raised by the tax to low
and middle income earners - and
consequently, according to Professor
Ross Garnaut, leaving them better off the most common response was “and
you believe that? You’re more gullible
than I thought...wake up, son”. What
has been an extraordinary flip-flop
from the government has angered
people, and rightly so, but worse than
that it has made them susceptible
to cheap arguments doubting the
viability of Climate Change science.
From extraordinary claims such as
climate action is unnecessary since
we’re a “carbon sink”, to “saving the
environment’s wonderful, but a carbon
tax is ridiculous”, the sheer creativity
in excuses was staggering. At one point
the organisers even went so far as to
encourage public jeering of Australianof-the year Tim Flannery for being a
government puppet who was getting
paid $180,000 a year to come up with
new taxes.
In the end we do have to remember
that not all Australians have the time
or inclination to research, discuss and
debate these issues and genuinely
are struggling to make ends meet
or compete in increasingly difficult
circumstances. It doesn’t help that
Labor has clearly lied to the public
or that so many inconsistencies and
fallacies plague the dialogue of climate
science. Yet for me, I feel it appropriate
for University Students to be left with
a message given to me on that mild,
overcast Saturday morning: “Listen
mate, carbon is something you find in
pencils...you’re breathing it out right
now, you’re polluting by asking me these
questions, now bugger off”. Enough
said.

ASK ABE
Q & A with students
who need help and a
dog who has all the
answers. . .
Send your letters to:
help@src.usyd.edu.au

Hi Abe,

Top Tips for
Surviving Uni

V

(that work)!

I had an ab
solutely sho
cking time la
semester a
st
nd failed ev
ery subject
attempted.
I
I have prev
iously had a
excellent re
n
cord, but ha
d a lot of fa
problems la
mily
st semester.
Is there any
that I can h
ave last sem
way
ester wiped
record so m
off my
y bad mark
s don’t spoil
record?
my
DS

1. The Learning Centre
Make the friendly people at the Learning Centre your new best friends. They
offer bunches of workshops from academic writing and proper referencing to
presentation skills and time management. We bet a bar of chocolate* that they
offer a workshop that is good for you, and encourage you to race online and book
yourself in. www.usyd.edu.au/lc

2. Your Academic Consultation Hours

Dear DS,
If you had a serious illness or misadventure (your family problems may
be described as this) that was out of your control, became worse after
the 23 April and seriously affected your ability to study, you can write to
your faculty to request if they can change the relevant fails or absent fails
changed to DNF (Discontinue not to count as fail) grades. You will need to
be able to explain how your illness or misadventure affected your study –
for example, did it affect particular assessments and how? Naturally you
will need to have documentation to show that you really did have these
problems. This could be a letter from a doctor or counsellor, a community
leader or someone else who knows about the issues your family have
been dealing with.
You may also consider talking to an SRC caseworker about having your
HECS/fees refunded. The deadline for applying for a fee refund if you
are a local students is 12 months, but it’s so easy to forget that you’d be
better off dealing with that straight away too. Fee refunds for international
students are not as straight forward as they are for local students so come
and have a chat to SRC HELP.
Abe

Your lecturer does not need to be your best friend, however, you should know
when she/he is available for consultation you can use this opportunity to ask those
niggling questions you might have. Academics are paid to teach and they like
students to see them during their consultation hours. Many students don’t use this
opportunity for help. So why don’t you keep them company or just make them work
harder! Whatever way you want to look at it.

3. Suite of Student Services
Uni is probably the only place where you have so many services available to support
you for free – with most found on Level 5 of the Jane Foss Russell Building. If you
are feeling down or stressed there is the Counselling Service for domestic students
or ISSU for international students. The Financial Assistance Office offers free interest
loans and bursaries, and the Scholarships Office offering the obvious. The Disability
Service supports students who register their disability – this can be a physical
disability – including a temporary one, a learning disability, dyslexia, anxiety etc –
contact the Disability Services to find out how they may be able to help you. Then
there is the Accommodation Service that has a database to help you find new digs.

4. Special consideration and arrangements
Special consideration is what you apply for if special circumstances (eg an illness or
misfortune that affects you or someone close to you) disadvantages your study. You
must apply for Special Consideration within 7 days of the exam or deadline. Special
arrangements can be made if your exam falls on a religious holiday or jury duty for
example. If you have more questions come to SRC HELP.

5. Discontinuing from subjects

Knowing the law can be tough without getting some help first. If you would like legal
advice, representation in court or simply need to know who to talk to, the SRC Legal
Service can provide help free of charge. The SRC Legal Service solicitor can assist you
with a wide range of legal issues such as:
Appointments
Phone the SRC Office to make an
appointment 9660 5222

• Family law (advice only)
• Criminal law
• Traffic offences

Drop-in sessions
Tuesdays & Thursdays 1pm-3pm
(no need for an appointment)

• Insurance law
• Domestic violence
• Employment law

Location
Level 1, Wentworth Building (under
the footbridge on City Road)

• Credit & debt
• Consumer complaints
• Victims compensation

Darlington Campus

• Discrimination and harassment

NEED a Justice of the Peace?
Here is a list of JP’s on campus:

• Tenancy law
• Administrative law (government etc)
• University complaints
• Other general complaints
Note: The solicitor cannot advise on immigration
law but can refer you to migration agents and
community centres.

http://www.usyd.edu.au/staff/
directories/jps.shtml
If you are a postgraduate student
please contact SUPRA
www.supra.usyd.edu.au
or phone 02 9351 3715

For Family Law and Property Relationships Act
matters we can refer you to solicitors who charge
at a fair rate.

6. Applying for fails to be converted to Discontinue not
Fail
If you have fails on record from previous semesters that are a result of special
circumstances disadvantaging you in the second half of semester and you think you
can prove it, you can write to the Dean and ask for them to consider whether these
grades could change to DNFs. You will need supporting documentation. SRC HELP
can assist you with an application.

7. Applying for your fees back
If you are a domestic students and were unable to successfully complete study in a
unit/s because of disadvantageous special circumstances that occurred or got worse
after the census date (31 March and 31 August for semesters 1 and 2) you can
apply for your fees back. You will need supporting documentation. Things are a bit
different for international students. Ask SRC HELP for more advice.

To make an appointment to see a caseworker:
p: 9660 5222
e: help@src.usyd.edu.au
Or come and see us at:
Level 1 (Basement) Wentworth Bldg - City Road Entry
For more information:

SRC HELP & LEGAL

The Students’ Representative Council (SRC) Legal
Service has a solicitor on Darlington campus to provide
free legal advice, representation in court and a referral
service to undergraduate students at Sydney University.

You will receive a Discontinue Fail if you withdraw now, unless you can demonstrate
special circumstances (such as illness) that have occurred since 23 April were
unpredictable, out of your control and have significantly disadvantaged your
studies. If you can make this case successfully to the Faculty – you will need
supporting documentation – you may receive a Discontinue Not Fail (DNF). SRC
HELP can assist you with an application.

www.src.usyd.edu.au

The SRC’s operational costs, space and
administrative support are financed by
the University of Sydney.

Students’ Representative Council, University of Sydney
Level 1 Wentworth Building, Uni of Sydney
02 9660 5222 | www.src.usyd.edu.au ACN 146 653 143

*offer of chocolate may actually be a bit of a lie, mostly because we ate it. This
doesn’t mean the Learning Centre isn’t really, really good
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
I can’t believe it’s already week 6 –
we’re almost half way through the
semester! Remember that if you
need any help with things like special
consideration or appealing a mark
during this mid-semester assessment
hump the SRC is here to help.
The first thing I want to talk about
in this week’s report is the library
opening hours as reported by the
General Secretary last week. There
was some incorrect information in this
report, as it stated that students would
not be able to access the texts kept in
Fisher Reserve after 8pm. That is not
the case – on request at the service
desk, the staff will get any text from
Reserve. As I’ve reported in earlier
weeks, the library has had a cut to its
staff. They are now trying out ways of
getting the most “bang for buck” with
their limited resources. The library staff
observed that there were very few
students using the Fisher Reserve area
from 8-10pm every night, and many
more inquiries at the information
desk on level 3 than via the reserve
service desk from 8-10pm, as well as
there being demand from students for
overnight loans from 6pm.
As a result of this observation, the
library is trialling moving the staff
member who was stationed in
Reserve up to the main information
desk. The texts in Reserve, however,
are still available on request – all
you have to do is go up to the main
information desk on level 3. Books are
also available for overnight loan from
Reserve from 6pm, which is much
earlier than in previous years, so there
should be minimal inconvenience to
students – in fact, it should in theory
result in a better service. The library
will be moving their staff member
back to Reserve over the next couple

of weeks to collect data on use patterns,
which will be used to determine which
situation is most student-friendly. If
you have particularly strong feelings on
this one way or the other, feel free to
contact me via email. In either situation,
students will still be able to access the
collection kept in Reserve, so don’t
panic!
Furthermore, the University is aiming for
work to start on all their new learning
spaces (PNR, Carslaw, and renovating
Fisher) in June, and they’re aiming to
be finished by the start of first semester
next year. In the upgraded Fisher, the
Reserve will be right near the service
desk, so the staff distribution issue
won’t be a long term problem. In the
mean time, regardless of whether or not
you are able to study in Fisher Reserve
after 8pm, you can still access texts in
Reserve, so hopefully there won’t be
too much inconvenience caused. The
new Fisher will also have a 24 hour
study space, which is pretty exciting, and
it is something that the SRC has been
campaigning on for years.
I’ve spent a lot of these reports talking
about the Base Funding Review, to which
submissions closed last week. Both
myself and the Education Officers made
submissions to the Review, and you can
check them out on the website. So now
that that’s over, what will my priorities
be for the rest of the semester?
Well, first of all, there are a couple more
important reviews coming up – a review
into Youth Allowance, and a review into
international student visas, so I will be
overseeing the SRC’s submissions to both
of those.
The Education Officers and myself are
also keen to try and get more lectures
recorded and available online: NOT as
an alternative to providing face to face

lecture time, which we believe is an
essential component of learning and
something which every student has the
right to expect, but as a complement
to learning – or a back up for when
you have to miss class because of
work, or a timetable clash, or a public
transport fail, or some other unforseen
circumstance. Academics who oppose
lectures being recorded and available
online do so primarily on the basis
that if they are recorded and available
online, students will stop attending the
“real life” lectures – and no one wants
to lecture to an empty lecture theatre.
We believe, however, that this is not
the case – if lectures are engaging, most
students will attend, and the data we
have available at the moment suggests
that most students use recorded
lectures as a study aid and for revision
purposes, rather than as a substitute for
the “real life” lecture. We’ll be putting
together a survey and trying to find
some best practice examples where
lecturers have made the most of the
additional opportunities that online
learning has to offer, so watch out for
that. More info coming soon.
We’ll also be continuing the photo
petition for the Student Services and
Amenities Fee, to keep putting pressure
on politicians in Canberra to legislate
for students’ money to go to students.
At the moment the Minister, Chris
Evans, is considering including the third
NUS amendment which mandates
that democratically elected student
representatives be consulted in the
division of the SSAF. This is the result
of the lobbying efforts of the National
Union of Students, and the amount of
student support on the ground that has
been shown by the photo petition so far,
so it’s really important that we maintain
the pressure.

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS
In order for internationals student
to benefit from their mother
tongue, the language exchange
program is designed.

src
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Donherra Walmsley
president@src.usyd.edu.au
twitter: @srcpresident

We are using the Facebook as the
platform to carry out this program, the
personal details (name, 1st language
and interested language) of each
student are presented in image format,
and those images are categorized
in accordance with individual’s first
language into different albums. In
doing so, participants are able to
quickly locate the language that they
are interested in learning, and obtain
other relevant info.
From the mid of March, the members
of the Language Buddies Facebook
group has climbed up to almost 100,
and there are 34 students have kindly
provided their personal details.

Two collective meetings have been
held since the start of semester at the
International Student Lounge; on the 9th
and 23rd of March respectively. Modifying
the policy from last year, the department
is holding fortnightly international
student meetings to encourage more
student participation in the planning and
administration of our campaigns. These
include campus-run campaigns and
state-run campaigns for the semester, as
well as discussions on how to improve
international student welfare in general.
We aim to increase participation by
including notices of these meetings
on Honi Soit and International Student
Newsletters. Feel free to join us and
spread the word.
We, as the representatives of International
Students of the Sydney University, would
have a whole year campaign against such
discriminatory legislation.

Aside from that, I will continue to work
with the University on issues like more
affordable housing on and around
campus, which seems to have stalled
a little bit at the moment. The SRC
will continue to hold the University
accountable to its self-set goals of 6000
places on campus by 2014, and argue
for a significant portion of those places
to be low cost/affordable.
Those are just a few of the things we’ve
got lined up for the rest of the semester,
but if you’ve got an issue around the
University that you’d like us to work on,
send me an email, and we’ll see what
we can do.

Hiltin Guo, Danny Wang, Gillian Gan, Kelvin Ng
international.officers@src.usyd.edu.au

Starting from next week, we will have
a signing petition demanding travel
concessions for international students.
We hope to get as many international
students as possible.
We will send these petitions signatures to
the relevant NSW authorities. Moreover,
we will collaborate with other universities
in NSW so that united efforts could be
done against such discriminatory rule.
Another international students’ concern on
campus is the feedback of mid-term exams.
Aside the language disadvantages, Int.
student highly demand the mid-term exams’
feedback to reflect their study outcomes.
It is our sound belief that students need
general feedback from their mid-term exams
[if any] in order to achieve effective learning
outcome. Based on past experiences, unit
coordinators only arrange review sessions
which provide no useful information

apart from ticks and crosses. It is, hence,
reasonable to demand coordinators and
tutors to provide comprehensive feedbacks
[through blackboard or during the week
13 tutorial]. In order to do so, a free BBQ
will be held as a major event in increasing
awareness and getting supports. During
this event, participants are provided an
opportunity to sign on a banner or flag,
and it will be handed over to course
coordinators. In addition to this, negotiation
with those coordinators may be essential.
By running both campaigns, the expected
outcomes will largely benefit not only
internationals but students in general, and
this is coincidence with the goals of SRC.

GENERAL SECRETARY’S REPORT
I try to bring to you information each
week that affects you as a student.
Like I did last week when it came to
addressing the issues of the Fisher
Library Reserve hours of operation.
This week however I am forced to
defend my actions in the face of
mounting criticism. I am under attack
at this weeks SRC meeting to be held
Wednesday 6th April. This is because
the Climate Action Collective (CAC) are
attacking me due to their illegitimate
funding request having been rejected
at last weeks executive meeting held on
28th March.
This budget request was for money to
pay for a climate summit.
Now why was the funding rejected?
The executive found it to be an
inappropriate use of funds. It was
seen by the executive to be partisan
in nature. Student money should be
staying on campus for students.

A big argument from the Pro
VSU campaign was that student
organisations spend money without
proper accountability and this leads
to money being spent on things like
personal airfares and accommodation
rather than improving the student
life and addressing student issues on
campus. We shouldn’t fund airplane
flights for individuals. Instead we should
keep student money on campus. This
would be much more appropriate.
The SRC is at a crucial point. Our second
hand bookshop has recently relocated
and we are yet to know what the full
impact that will have on our finances.
The Student Services Amenities Fee
(SSAF) will most likely become a reality
post July and we will need to be on our
best behaviour if we want any chance
of securing long term funding for our
organisation.
I could try and address the issue of why
some collectives feel it is their divine

right to be given money for whatever
they want without question and the sort
of organisational culture that has caused
this. But alas, there is not enough room
in my report.
If the $60 flight subsidy is to help these
individuals make ends meet on their
$146 plane tickets you would presume
that (146-60) $86 is being contributed
by each individual to cover the flight.
(keep in mind my report hasn’t touched
on the actual fees of attending the
conference).
Why can’t the Climate Action Collective
not demand the divine right to spend
student money on partisan campaign
training workshops and instead save
themselves (as well as the SRC) some
money and not go at all. Or perhaps get
the train to Melbourne instead? A train
ticket return is only $65.13 . Or is that
just not good enough for those that wish
to put themselves ahead of students?

EDUCATION OFFICERS’ REPORT
We have to admit, when we heard that
a collection of Australia’s top CEOs had
argued for an increase in government
expenditure on a public asset, we were
sceptical to say the least. When we
heard that they wanted to give more
money to students, we flipped our shit.
But as it turns out, this has been a good
news week for tertiary education!
This week, the Business Council of
Australia released its report Lifting
the Quality of Teaching and Learning
in Higher Education which outlines
the case, on behalf of all the largest
corporations in Australia, for increases
in government contributions to HECS.
They say that ‘Australia’s businesses
depend on highly talented, motivated
and capable people to contribute to
innovation and to lift the productivity of
our workplaces.’

A well-funded tertiary education system
is a public good. More educated workers
are typically more productive, and more
often initiate innovations to grow the
economy. The workforce participation
of students with a Bachelor Degree
or above is more than 10% higher
than those with only a high school
qualification. The differences are more
stark for women, who are 15% more
likely to be employed with a Bachelors
Degree than without. Moreover, the
Australian Workforce Future Report had
shown that, of the 9.3 million new jobs
that will open in Australia in the next
15 years, 5.2 million of them will be for
highly skilled workers with a university
qualification. Government subsidy
will decrease the cost of education to
students, and allow more young people
the benefits of tertiary education.

V

Chad Sidler
general.secretary@src.usyd.edu.au

However, the case for increased public
funding is not predicated solely on the
public utility of such an investment,
but also the necessity of government
subsidy to allow for dynamic growth
in the tertiary education system. As
we wrote in last week’s report, the
HECS system, an anachronism of the
late 80s, is poorly oriented to cater for
disciplines requiring a high degree of
capital investment, or require emerging
technologies for teaching. The Business
Council argue (and we agree!) that
increased, and more effective funding
is the only way to drastically improve
the quality of teaching necessary to
improve our tertiary education system.
Increasing funding for tertiary education
is intelligent public policy: it increases
teaching quality, it allows business
and the government to reorient the

“A man drove his expensive car into a tree
and found out how the Mercedes bends.”
I was given a mandate to put a stop to
all this nonsense. Buy your own train
ticket or better yet don’t go at all. But
whatever you do don’t expect the SRC
to pay your way and fund your agenda.
Instead let’s put students first and place
these political agendas last.

education.officers@src.usyd.edu.au

economy for future growth, it makes
workers more generally productive.
You can read more about the case for
increased government funding in our
submission to the Higher Education
Base Funding Review at http://www.
src.usyd.edu.au/.

ANTI RACISM COLLECTIVE

Sidler is using his power as General
Secretary to shut down the Anti-Racism
Collective because he is ideologically
opposed to our campaigns, and because

he disagrees with students fighting racism.
Sidler has been particularly vocal about
his support for the NT Intervention,
proclaiming that our campaign against
it “could be perceived as propagating
discrimination rather than condemning it”.
The collective’s campaign this year
has included touring John Leemans,
from Kalkarindji in the NT. John spoke
to students about the devastating
conditions for Aboriginal people under
the Intervention.
The Anti-Racism Collective will continue
to oppose the Intervention, which
denies Aboriginal people the right to
manage their own communities, speak
their own languages and control their
own lives. Studies show that since the
Intervention began conditions have
deteriorated across the board. The

UN has repeatedly declared the policy
racially discriminatory.
Students have always been crucial
in struggles against racism, from the
Freedom Rides of the 1960s, to the
anti-Vietnam War demonstrations in
the 1970s, to the refugee movement
under Howard. University is not simply
a place to immerse ourselves in study.
University continuously throws up
questions about social justice, and
collective campaigning is a crucial part
of responding to those questions.
We recently contacted Sidler to publicly
defend his position on the Intervention
in a campus debate. Sidler refused
from the comfort of his iPad, claiming
it wasn’t his place as General Secretary
“to debate or be held accountable in
regards to issues which are outside

the remit of the SRC”. Despite
his claim that the SRC should “be
accountable in regards to, the work
it does to advance the cause of
tertiary students”, he refuses to be
held accountable to the students of
the Anti-Racism Collective, and all
students who think racism should be
fought.
The Anti-Racism Collective meets
on the New Law Lawns, Monday at
midday, all welcome.

src

This year SRC General Secretary Chad
Sidler and his colleagues have attempted
to remove the Acknowledgment of
Country from SRC O-Week handbooks,
continually delayed publication of the
Women’s Handbook, refused funding
to the Anti-Racism Collective’s O-Week
stall, and refused funding to the Climate
Action Collective to subsidise three
students’ attendance at the national
Climate Summit. In his weekly report
in Honi Soit, Sidler has called collective
organisations “extremists”, claimed
that seeking asylum is “illegal”, and
condemned the Anti-Racism Collective
for its support for the “sovereignty of
Aboriginal tribes [sic]”.
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CRYPToNOMiCON
ACROSS!

DOWN!

1. * One from Edinburgh in English racing
town (5)
4. * Drastic cut (6)
7. Partially yodel greeting in Indian
territory (5)
8. * Component of ham (6)
9. * Called ‘rushed’ (4)
10. Gee! Al managed 2 under par (5)
11. Evil Tolkein creature and a whale (4)
12. * One cubic metre from left and right
channels (6)
15. Squash 1000, as heard first (4)
18. * Bum to analyse sentence (5)
20. * Design a crop duster (5)
21. Han moves to Norwegian city (4)
24. * Hound is a benefit (6)
27. Mail returned to Mr. Gallagher (4)
29. Do well at spreadsheet (5)
31. * Psychic pokémon wears underwear (4)
32. * Bury trainee (6)
33. Relative Newton, for example
(common era) (5)
34. * Emphasise lock of hair (6)
35. * Grease heroine on the beach (5)

1. * Tarnish an award (5)
2. * A small mammal named Harry (6)
3. * Defame position (7)
4. * Whispered comments in the margins
5. * Opposed to poetry (6)
6. * Amber stove (6)
7. Armed ridiculous fantasy... (5)
11. ...of mythological creatures destroying
gorse (5)
13. Highest toy (3)
14. Give weapons back to some Rear
Marshall (5)
16. Commercial love for fuss (3)
17. Middle shall not let you do that,
Dave? (3)
19. Five in cummings at night (3)
22. * Release mystery (7)
23. Boy does basic skateboard trick (5)
24. * Head of a monastery is an ignorant
prick (6)
25. * Island in New York, New York (6)
26. * Tiny youths (6)
28. * Holden model resembling the stars (6)
30. * Traditional job (5)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
JIM FISHWICK

To show solidarity with Conservatorium students facing cuts, this week’s crossword has also been scaled back. As a result, clues marked with a * will need to lose
either their first or last letter to fit in the grid (e.g. ‘clamp’ becomes ‘clam’ or ‘lamp’). Half of each clue will refer to the shorter word.

PSEUDOKU

TARGET
e c f
e e l
a r n

RATING: Barely legal

COMIC

fun
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This girl’s
true story
I glued my hands
together!”

How to judge your boy:
do his nostrils mean he's
not committed to you?

BIEBER
FEVER!
One boy,
thousands dead

garterGIRLZ
Model
Search!
Seriously, where did they all go?

LEARN TO BE A BITCH --AND GET AWAY WITH IT TOO!

u

TREND-TASTIC!
Blend trendy with fantastic!

Is your crush a

PIG?

Find out
how to tell
with our
guide!

Get a copy of
The Garter Press
*

Free!
with this issue

HOW TO BEAT YOUR BESTIE!
BASEBALL BAT OR CHAIN-WHIP?
* 'Free’

How to be the hottest
babe at school!
Fashion-tastic Garter Girls! It’s time for your
weekly fix of all things fasahion, fabulous and fun!
If you’ve been crushing on that hot boy down at
the roller rink and need to get noticed, this is it!

H

Dress like a slut. It might sound easy but it’s all
about having a balance between flirty, fun and
just totally down to do the dirty. Don’t worry, you
don’t have to do ’it’ but you can dress like you’re
up for ’it’. You’ll really stand out from the crowd
when you take that hemline up a few more
inches and make sure that belly button’s showing.
If you’re adventurous, you can go a step further
and make sure you’ve got the perfect belly button
piercing to go with your new look. Go for a sparkly
diamante or get super hot with a ’sexy’ pendant.
You’ll be beating the boys away!

ey Garter Girlz!

Welcome! Here at Garter Girl we
just love all things girly! This week’s
issue is low-fat-low-sugar-strawberryjam packed FULL of all the things
YOU love! We have the results of
our biggest ever-est survey about
hairclips, and a brand new quiz for you
and your besties to try out! Yay! As
well as that, check out our relationship
advice in the MANiCURE section! Boys
are so silly, so go on, get girl-ing!

Kisses,

S
S
E
J
xxx

If you’re looking for more inspiration for your
new ’totally up for it’ Garter Girl-inspired look
then you can always go straight to the street
corners and ask the girls that have really got
it going on! These pros know how to make
latex-fishnet-mesh combos look effortless
and fun, so take a leaf out of their book
if you truly want to be super babelicious!

BE NSPIRED

But, most importantly, bring the ’tude
that dressing like a slut needs! Sway
those hips and take it low on the
dance floor. Shake that booty for
the boys and don’t be afraid to get
your grind going. Remember that
you’re DTF: Down To Fuck!

OMG I just fell over in front of my crush! How will he love a girl with no sense of balance? Soooo embarassed right now! - Mel M

Are you a lipstick, a lipgloss, or a lipbalm?
Take this GIRLTASTIC quiz to find out!

.
.
.
R
E
F
E
R
P
U
DO YO
A. lipstick

b. lipgloss

c. lipbalm

d. none of the above

MOSTLY A.

MOSTLY b.

MOSTLY c.

MOSTLY d.

You’re a Lipstick!

You’re a Lipgloss!

You’re a Lipbalm!

You’re a failure
of a girl!

Here to
say what’s
what, it’s
the..

Dear Garter Gyno,

Feelings
with Friar

I decided to use a tampon for the first
time. I put it in the hole but I can’t
stop bleeding all over everything. I also
can’t shit anymore. What have I done
wrong?
Confused, NSW.
Confused,

Garter
Gyno!

It can be a difficult process using a
tampon for the first time. I think you may
have made the easy mistake of putting
the tampon in your anus.
Try taking it out and putting one in the
hole closer to the front of your genital
region (just make sure it’s a new one!).
GG xxx
Dear Garter Gyno,

Bumpy Bianca, VIC.

I found two lumps on my chest last
week and am seriously worried. I’m too
young to have breast cancer! They sit
pretty evenly and are pretty big – they’d
probably fill out a C cup. They keep
growing and getting worse. My usual
doctor told me that I’m just getting
boobs but all of the boys keep looking
at them like they’re not normal! Help!

Bumpy Bianca,

Worried Wendy, SA.

No, you’re not. Just to clarify: if a penis
penetrates your vagina, you are no
longer a virgin.

Dear Worried Wendy,

GG xxx

They’re boobs. Don’t write in again.

P.S. I’m pretty sure you have genital warts.
Good luck getting rid of them, girl!

GG xxx

Dear Garter Gyno,
My boyfriend has weird red bumps all
over his penis. He promised that they
weren’t an STI, so we had sex. Am I still
a virgin?

Advice on that special man
in your life.
My guy keeps looking
at other girls. How can I
make him mine?
Lonely Heart
................................
My child, He loves
everyone equally - you
cannot make Him ‘yours’.
But if you pray extra hard
tonight, you might just
catch His blessing ;)
..................................
This is awkward to
admit, but I’m too
embarassed to buy
condoms. What should
I do?
Nervous

I’m not sure it will come
to that. But you usually
simply need ask, and He
shall provide.
...................................
Friar, he’s asked me out.
The first date’s coming
up... but how do I blow
his mind?
Heart-A-Flutta
..................................
“Even before a word is
on my tongue/behold,
O Lord, you know it
altogether.” - Psalm 139:4
Attempting to surprise
the omniscient is an
exercise in foolishness.

GARTERGIRLZ IS

CURRENTLY CRUSHING ON:
Bridie Connell, Neada Bulseco,
Jim Fishwick, Tom Walker,
Michael Richardson, Laurence
Rosier Staines & Jacqui Breen
They’re super cute, but their best
accessories are their smilez!
Shine on babez!

Students’ Representative Council
The University of Sydney
The SRC provides the following
services to SRC members...
Student Support & Advocacy
• Centrelink Advice
• Academic Appeals
• Discontinuing/Withdrawing
• Students at Risk
• Show Cause
• Exclusion
• Tenancy Advice
• Fee Refunds
• Harassment & Discrimination
• International Students
• Plagiarism & misconduct

ASK US
ABOUT

BECOME A MEMBER!
Join in person at the SRC Office
or SRC Bookshop (details below)

SRC Books - Big savings on textbooks on campus!
• Buy & sell your textbooks
• Search for books online at www.src.usyd.edu.au
Located: Wentworth Level 4 (opposite the International Lounge)
Emergency Loans
$50 emergency loans for students in need
Student Publications
• Honi Soit - the SRC’s weekly newspaper
pick-up a copy available on campus
• Student Handbooks: O-week, Counter Course,
International Students & Women’s Handbooks.

SRC Legal Service - NEW!
• Referrals
• Discrimination & Equal Opportunity
• Employment law
• Minor criminal matters/traffic offences/ fines
• Victims of violence
• Debts
The SRC’s operational costs, space and administrative
support are financed by the University of Sydney.

Student Rights & Representation
SRC Representatives are directly elected by students
each year to stand up for students’ rights on campus
and in the wider community.

We are located at..
Level 1 Wentworth Building
(under City Rd footbridge)
Ph: 02 9660 5222
www.src.usyd.edu.au
If you are at another campus,
email: help@src.usyd.edu.au
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SAVE
on Secondhand

• We buy & sell textbooks according to demand
• You can sell your books on consignment
• We are open to USYD students & the public
Search for textbooks online
www.src.usyd.edu.au/default.php
Call us to check availability and reserve a book.
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SRC Books has a NEW Location!
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BOOKS

Level 4

Wentworth

Level 4, Wentworth Building (Next to the International Lounge)
Hours: Mondays to Fridays 9am - 4.30pm Phone: (02) 9660 4756
Email: books@SRC.usyd.edu.au | www.src.usyd.edu.au

